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FoR" No, 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELC ~NT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: December 16, 1970

FROM: Judy Maguire

SUBJECT: Editorial Committee eeting

A meeting of the Editorial Committee was held on December 8, at 3:30 p.m.

Present were Mr. Please (Chairman), Mr. Silcock (Editor), Mr. Balassa,

Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Gulhati, Mr. Haq, Mr. Pryor, and Miss Maguire (Secretary).

1. A Study of Road User Charges in Central America: Anthony Churchill
and others

was submitted to the committee for preliminary consideration. The committee

agreed that the paper was a competent and interesting study which would be a

most useful complement to the Walters paper. It seemed to be the consensus

that, after specified revisions had been made, the paper would be most suitable

for publication as an Occasional Paper. It was agreed that the paper should be

sent to an outside assessor for comment. Professor Vickery was mentioned as a

suitable candidate.

The editor agreed to discuss suggested revisions with the author.

a) Among other points it was suggested that the relationship between

investment benefits and pricing policies should be more fully explained.

Also in this section the difference between economic and financial analysis
needed to be more clearly brought out.

b) The question was raised as to whether the congestion charge was

actually valid. A suggestion was made that much of the congestion was shown

by the study to be due to poor administration; once the administrative changes

necessary for the new program were put into effect, the congestion might

disappear.

c) In some instances it was thought that additional disclaimers as

to the reliability of the figures would be advisable.

d) It was proposed that some brief indication be given toward the

end as to: how the proposed changes would affect congestion, how these would

affect urban transport and industry costs, and what would be the income

distribution effects.

e) The validity of the idea of a "subsistance corridor" was questioned.

It was felt that this issue needed some additional explanation.

2. The editor gave an interim report on work being done on the Thias/

Carnoy paper Cost-Benefit Analysis in Education: A Case Study on Kenya.

Thus far chapters 2, 4 and 8 have been removed, chapters 1 and 10 changed

slightly, and chapters 3, 5 and 6 condensed. Chapter 7 is now in the annex,

and where possible some of the other annex material 
has been left out. It is

hoped that the revisions will be completed and the manuscript in the hands of
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the editor by the first of the year.

3. The editor gave a brief synopsis of the report he made on reviews
given the Occasional Papers. It was noted that we seem to have had better
notice ,in the technical rather than the economic journals. It was thought
that this was probably due to the rather specialized nature of the majority
of these papers. A suggestion was made that we might send a set of the
papers to the leading economic journals in hopes that these might be reviewed
as a series. The question then arose as to what was in fact the benefit in
seeking reviews. If this benefit were publicity, this might just as well be
obtained by a series of judiciously placed advertisements. If we were con-
cerned with critical feedback, did we seek this from the academic community,
or from practicioners who might find these studies more directly useful?

It was agreed that work being done within the Bank would profit
from all the exposure possible. Comment should, therefore, be sought from
every available source. With this in view, the editor suggested that some
sort of committee might be set up to oversee a better distribution of the
papers.

.. Status of forthcoming papers.

The Costs and Benefits of Family Planning Programs: George C. Zaidan

The Economic Benefit of Road Transport Projects: van der Tak/Ray

are in the final stages of editing, and should be sent to The Johns Hopkins
Press by the end of the year. A number of potential papers have been submitted
to the editor. Several of these should be available for consideration by the
committee after the first of the year. These include particularly:

"Analysis of Investment in Electric Power" H.D. Jacoby

"Evaluation of Employment Prospects in Less Developed
Countries" S.K. Singh

"The Economic Regulation of the Road Transport Industry" Conrad J. Oort

"Development Plans and Planning: A Survey of Bibliographies" A. Schumacher

cc: Members of the Editorial Committee
Mr. Kamarck, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Lowther
Mr. Pryor, Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Chenery
Division Chiefs



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT | CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: All Senior Economic Staff (See Distribution) DATE: December 11, 1970

FROM: Hollis B. Chenery

SUBJECT: Senior Economic Staff Meeting

Beginning December 18, 1970 the Friday morning Senior Economic

Staff Meeting will start at 10:00 a.m. It will continue to be held in

Room D556.

Economic Program Development

Economics Department Department Research Center

Messrs.: Kamarck, A.M. Lerdau, E. Goreux, L.

Henderson, P.D. Beier, G.
Stevenson, A. Carter, N.
Balassa, B. Hulley, J.

Bohr, K. Levy, E.

de Weille, J. Please, S.
Egbert, A. Sacchetti, U.
Elz, D. Saxe, J.
Hawkins, E.K.

Holland, E.
Hughes, H.
Macone, A.
McPheeters, R.
Pe utlinger, S.
Silcock, T.H.
Singh, S.
Tiemann, A.E.

Westebbe, R.

In addition to this list, anyone who is temporarily acting as a Division

Chief, is also invited.
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D-400 Stanley Please x 4o81

T.H. Silcock

C-30,7 George Baldwin x 2635

D-150 Bela Balassa x 2781

C-706 Barend A. de Vries x 4526

D-822 Ravi Gulhati x 5323 v

D-640 Mahbub ul Haq x 5133

D-441- P.D. Henderson x_335

A-831 John A. Holsen x 4908

A-210 Benjamin B. King x h82"

D-545 Shlomo Reutlinger x 2141

D-1123 Michael Hoffman x 2173

D-921 Donald J. Pryor' x 2530

Miss Judy Maguire
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: hembers of the Editorial Committee DATE: December 4, 1970

FROM: T. 1. Silcock

SUBJECT: Editorial Committee heeting

A meeting will be held in D-560 on Tuesday December 8 at 3:30.

The agenda will be:

1. Preliminary consideration for publication as an Occasional
Paper of "A Study of Road User Charges in Central America", of which
members have already been sent a copy.

2. Reviews of Occasional Papers: comments on the Lditor's

report.

3. Report by the Editor on completed work.

4. Interim report on h. Thias and . Carnoy "Cost-Benefit
knalysis in Education".

5. Relation of Editorial Committee to proposed committee on
country reports.

6. Other manuscripts unuer consideration.

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Pryor

Mr. Kamarck, Mr. Stevenson, Yr. Lowther
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(7. 65) INTERNATI ONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCI ATI ON CONFIDENTIAL

__ ECONOMCCCOMMMITEEJ

EC/0/70 - 150

M E M 0 R A N D U M
November 27, 1970

TO: Members of Economic Committee

FROM: Andrew M. Kamarck

SUBJECT: Editorial CommitLee

The following have agreed to serve on the

Editorial Committee through September 30, 1971:

Stanley Please (Chairman)
T. I1. Silcock (Editor)
George Baldwin
Bela Balassa
Barend A. de Vries
Ravi Gulhati
Mahbub ul Haq
P. D. Hienderson
John A. Holsen
Benjamin B. King
Shlomo Reutlinger
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Yr. Andrewt M. Kanarck DATE: Ilovenher 18, 1970

FROM: T. H. Silcock

SUBJECT: Editorial Comittee

The teri of the. Editorial Corinittee expired on October 1, 1970.
The following have been asked and (except for Mr. King who is abroad)
have agreed to serve in the period ending Septeiber 30, 1971:

Stanley Please, (Chairman)
T.H. Silcock, (Editor)
George Baldwin
Bela Balassa
Barend A. de Vries
Ravi Gulhati
M-ahbub ul H
P. D. Henderson
John-i A. Holsen
Benmjarin B. Kin

Shlomo R utlinger

tTHS be>
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OFFICE MEv\ORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: Novcmber 38, 1970

FROM: T.H. Silcock

SUBJECT:

Enclosed please find a copy of A Study of Road User Charec in
CentralAmerica, to which I ope the comiw ttee can give preli inary
consieration at the next meeting, which we hope to hold about the
end of the month.

I am also enclosing a note on the reviews of the Occasiconal
Papers, of which we have made an analysis in this office. The
committee might like to consider hether this nots should be forwarded
to the Publications Committe as it stands, or whether it wishes
for any further work to bo done.

I have been informed by Mesors Thias and Carnoy that there is a
chance they will have the re-draft of their paper ready for considera-
tion for the meeting.

3 Enclosures: copy of Road User Char ges in Central America
Comments on this paper
copy of Reviews of Occasional Papers

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Pryor

Messrs Kamarck, Stevenson, Lowther
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1TON

OFFIE MEMOANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: NovemIibcr 16, 1970

FROM: T. N. Sicoc

SUBJECT: Ciws o Oc"c'in Pers

The Johns Qkoins Press sends out over 100 copies of each (Oc sional

PAper for res ic. The slip which they enclose asks for copies of ary

reviews to be returned to the Press, and all such copies are filed in

the Bank's Depnrtment of information nd Public Affairs. No sorch is

made for reviews tht ere not re edto the Johns Hopkins Press and

they have inford us that i itis quite possible that copies ore revie

without onj notification to the Mrs. it would probably be wrumvolh >

PskinZ Pry economist in h lnk: mho sees a review of an OccaIonpal

Paper in one of the less lily journals to notify this ocO.

The Johns Eopkins Press considers thpt the response is ruEsonably

good by Podern tnArd. Th proportion is cert-inly rathr lo, bit

this is becase the nlec sent ou- in y
seri es a no e h Johns Hoydnn Press Ws continue to use the srn

list Yitbout g1'stionin it• I t

at L je jonas wich do not cay uo" e but vere

originAy circn>46 in tyn Ko, LMI h, aj,7L

the now serins.

The fw11aI:nZ are brief notes aount revicy ofte0 vdilbas

(it should be noted that no pre liely to rocov 
ine ravss ofPI

papers after W. 6 becarss of norm-! time 10Q)

No. 1. he conic Coice c E

CoverFge was pretty widn, brut most of it did little more than

refe to the tte Pd author 70i P Wrie reerence to th nco series.

Therc wns onl oe redAy '11 c. W ppvjved i Tho RI

or less,
11"o r Apr p"~sCT14 - 1n 1- ob x-Y

1Mcn' 1 1 b-

(1 t L;
To V

P r K]T7
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most successful of aJ l the papers.

The total number received was 29, of which 9 were 10 lines

or less.

No. 3. The ixoort Exnerience of "wevel' opi ng Countries

This w-s very tully suyarized in Development Digest and

was also the first Occasional Paper to be noted in the Economic Journal.
There was only ore enthusiastic reviw w hich appeared in Butch in
aandschrift Economie. The range of notices for this paper was dis-

appointingly narrow. There was little adverse coment of any kind, but

the paper was largely unnoticed.

The total number received was 15, of which 3 were 10 lines
or less.

No. 4. Sector and Project Planning in Transoortation

This also was summarized in Developmant Digest, although the
summary was a little less satisfactory. There was one moderately
enthusiastic review: in butch in Tijdschrift Voor bonomie. Other notices
were again not numerous but there was little hostile criticism.

The total number received was 10, of which 4 were 10 lines
or lessa.

No. 5. The Economics of load User Chnnges

It is surprising that this very substantial pnper received so
few reviews and yet has sold so well. There was one fairly enthusiastic
review in the Journal of 'conomic Literature, which poked fun in a
quiet way at the Bank's Preface elaborately hedging against commitment
to Walters' very orthodox views.

The total number received was 6, of which 3 were 10 lines or
less.

No. 6. Notes on the _echanics of Growth and Debt

Again, the number of reviews was very disappointing. The
Economic Journal again gives merely a 'books received' notice, but the
brief notice is enthusiastic about the clarity and novelty of this
monograph.

The total number received was 4, of which 1 was less than 10
lines.
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No. 7. Rea"piall2 of a Rodc - Poet in Iran

This wns rathur bettar reviewed than the two previous ones.

The achester School s quis enthusinstic as ws the Engineerin'
Economist. Some of the othns yoze reasonobly wprm and there wns no
adverse coment. The nober however was r ther diappointIng.

The total immber received was 10, of which 1 was less than
10 lines.

No. i tris in DevelopinT Counfries

Reviews till scam to be cowing in about this paper, but the
record is disappointing so far;the anchauer School gave it a fairy
good revie but the Eo-nic Journol wrote a rather critical note, al
the other jourals that noticd it so far hv given it no are thana
brief faciorl notice.

The toAl nvi er receiod was 9, of which I ns les than
10 lines.

Counre

So far the only notice tAK goos beyn a brief fctual
descrintion is one in Italin in Iudustria - hivista di conomia
Politila, which is moderately enthusipstic. Lo doubt more reviews Will
be receivel ter.

Of tI rev13is receiW, 3 were 10 nines or less.

No, 10. Teiones fo Priect A iyl rtnda 1 rin

of Amev h-4 boon MdC knnl

Ps t s ies Are esb-At l no 0oced
Qv .oty i n on-l do n
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the papers for oversiplification. Presumably this is a fairly natural
reaction of academics to relatively practical papers which can hardly
afford to be as sophisticated and avant garde as economic journals might
wish.

Perhaps on the whole we do better with the papers that have a
more practical orientation such as Numbers 2 and 7, but the distinction
is not very marked and some quite favorable reviews have been given to
the relatively theoretical papers.

I discussed the matter with Mr. Brain of The Johns Hopkins
Press and one of his recommendations is that we should try to make the
cover a little more interesting as this would possibly attract rather
more notice, giving at least wider coverage if not better technical
reviewing. I am not convinced that a more attractive cover would help
much. However, I am impressed with the argument that we need to establish
the separate identity of each paper as a book that merits review. I have
therefore asked for suggestions from the Press for varying the colors of
the cover while retaining the existing format in other respects. I
think that in part we do suffer from being treated as half way to a journal
and making the books of different color might help.

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Pryor

Messrs Kamarck, Stevenson, Lowther

Mr. Chenery
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the ditorial Committ ee DATE: November 18, 1970

FROM: T.H. Silcock

SUBJECT:. ASuyof Road User Charges in Central America

This is an appropriate type of study for an Occasional Paper and
is suitable in length. Its style is fairly practical and it is clearly
a follow-up of the Walters' paper The Lconomies of Road User Charges
which has been one of our most widely uDCC oicasiors.-ene"
grounds it seems a reasonably good candidate for publication as anOccasional Paper but it needs substantial improvements before it can bepublished. The Committee is asked to consider whether the improvsments
outlined below would make it appropriate for publication as an OccasionalPaper and whether it wishes to suggest any other changes.

ln some degree the hand of the Committee has been forced because
although the paper has not yet been considered for publication or formallysubmitted, letters have already been sent by the Bank to Central Americangovernments stating that the Bank is ready to publish this as an OccasionalPaper. Perhaps the Ccmmittee would care to comment on the appropriateness
of anyone in the Bank telling an outside authority that we are now readyto go ahead with the publishing of a study as one of the Bank's OccasionalPapers without prior reference to the Editorial Comm~ittee.

Personally I have no objection to tentative approaches being made togovernments at an early stage so as to save the author dodng unnecessary
work if permission would not be granted, but I hope the Committee willinsist that this particular form of words will not be used unless it hasfirst been consulted.

The Chainman has asked me to give an opinion on this study. I donot feel very well qualified in transport economics and know nothing ofCentral America. My only basis for judgment is the evidence of thepaper itself.

It shows evidence of a high level of analytical competence and alsoof a great deal of practical work in collecting material. I confess tosome nervousness about the reliability of the data, simply because thereis a good deal of evidence that the manuscript was not very carefullychecked for consistency and reliability in minor matters. It was howeversent in at a time when the author was about to leave for a long periodabroad and has not since been revised by him and I hope the Committee willnot take too hostile a view on this account. It is fully possible thatthe substantive material is reliable and that these minor matters willbe attended to when the work is formally subm itted.
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The following changes seem to me to be necessary to make it fit
for publication. I am not including minor editorial changes since I
am assuming that it will be carefully revised.

Chapter 2: It has been suggested that this should be transferred to
an appendix, but I do not agree with this. I feel that we need
Chapter 2 in its present position, except that some of the tables might
reasonably be transferred to an appendix. I feel that more discussion
here of such issues as whether road taxes are essential for revenue
purposes on other grounds than those of "paying for the roads" might
be appropriate; also some of the hints about the different effects of
different taxes, at the margin, on the behavior of road users might be
expanded instead of giving so much emphasis to average incidence; after
all, one of the points emphasized in the study is the underutilization
of the main rural roads.

Chapte _: Part of the Introduction and a few of the key facts from
this chapter should be included in Chapter 2 and the remainder put in
an appendix.

Chapter : The development model appears to need more explanation;
in particular the subsistance corridor is not adequately explained.
This is a most important chapter and needs careful revision as there
are many points (apart from the very poor preparation for reproduction)
which make it difficult to follow.

Chapter 6: This chapter is also very important and rather too long for
the balance of the paper as a whole. I would suggest that A and B and
part of C could reasonably go into one chapter and the remainder into
another and that this would improve the balance of the work as a whole.

Chspter 7: Most of B and C in this chapter can be transferred to an
appendix.

My impression is that the urban section of this paper is better and
more interesting than the rural section, although no doubt more work
has been done on the rural section. It would however be desirable in
the initial theoretical part to give a little more emphasis to the urban
section of the work. Apart from this however it seems that the chief
thing that the paper needs is rearrangement, roughly along the lines
indicated, some clarification of the theory, and a great deal of care-
ful revision.

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Pryor

Messrs Kamarck, Stevenson, Lowther
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(7. 65) INTERNATIONAL [EVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION CONFIDENTIA LJ

ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

EC/0/70 - 150

M E M 0 R A N D U 14
November 27, 1970

TO: Members of Economic Committee

FROM: Andrew M. Kamarck

SUBJECT: Editorial Committee

The following have agreed to serve on the

Editorial Committee through September 30, 1971:

Stanley Please (Chairman)
T. H. Silcock (Editor)
George Baldwin
Bela Balassa
Barend A. de Vries
Ravi Gulhati
Mahbub ul Haq
P. D. Henderson
John A. Holsen
Benjamin B. King
Shlomo Reutlinger



FcRMi No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL DANK For INTERNATIONAL FlNANCE
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OFFICE MEM'ORANDUV
TO: Mr. P.D. Henderson DATE: November 17, 1970

FROM: T. H. Silcock

SUBJECT: Arrangements for the Editorial Committee

We spoke briefly today about the Editorial Committee. The role of

this committee will need to be changed, partly because there are now two

economics departments instead of one, partly because a separate committee

will be needed when we begin publishing country reports, and partly

because the practice according to which we have been working -- and which

works very well -- differs from the formal definition in the Organization

Manual (4.04, No. 2), since we do not in fact involve the Economic

Committee in our communication with the Publications Committee, but

report directly to Mr. Kamarck who, as Deputy Chairman of the Economic

Committee and a member of the Publications Committee, passes our recommen-

dations on directly to the Publications Committee.

I have discussed this with Mr. Kamarek. Clearly Mr. Chenery will be

involved in any changes, but there are many more urgent matters that need

decisions. This can be handled quite adequately for the next six months.

Mr. Please, the Chairman of the Editorial Cohnittee is in one Economics

Department, I am in the other. We can continue to report to you. There

is no urgent reason for change if you are willing to let it continue like

this. In a few months I will submit a memorandum to you about the relation

of the Editorial Cormittee for the Occasional Papers and the ad hoc

committee (that I propose to discuss with Mr. Lerdau for the publication of

country reports), both to one another and to the Departments and the

Publications Committee.

For the present I recommend that we leave this as it is. Mr. Kamarck

will invite the existing and new meabers of the Editorial Committee to

serve for another year. Some time after you have succeeded him -- and

before September 30 when the n Committee s term expres -- we can put up

new suggestions to Mr. Chenery. I put this to you nor only because it

requires your willingness to continue a not very satisfactory structure for

a few more months, until the dust settles

cc: Mr. Knmarck
Mr. Please
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Procedure for Selection and necle" of' hnuscronQ fo oc-Sqr Apun

1. A noe Etting out the functio of PC Cc n-ir Aog nd the
character of the mscipts thet -e 1"rA, cuA eil o, nb
sent to everI p sin(al stff j -, ; f 1
dure for submitin L ronuscript. It 0 b f i u
Scripts that fit K ,eneryl deCA io U u
De welcoro, and t va We n o int of r
only raterial fr th i cono les D artn .C k 1 is wlnnt
consider nanuc Q A an 7
needs to W 1 don Q i
Mt foe zr the C. N Atce itqonPoP= =-lo h biain
Coni d tVOi Le Wh thar is o t Y
near pariect as ecn yoke 1t, even -o Yv Au~nuA i noryl
be neode.

2n Occasional PAper, the secrntpry Ahoul he Anstntd ioge in touch,
with rs. Easter Sq th-t U0 Mar PS possid0 e pyno a could con
form to the reo ents of he johns e k KH
ina a numb..er of minor respects from onl2Qpcnrr

11 1- 7oS se it o .- 7 a i

Banz policy. s orin Chiefs mould . n bo r&ire- 3
assessor to VSS &V oGry!M0 IVNn W &Z
SsMeAuTS6 n h sn:m :enPAl 2ru of sin.;.Y 0rM not, in tho
filrst wnaCe, Ie yeveyle to the ruthor, in e2: DFv 0 o -gve a
coallaantial assesasiant,

6.Wc will refer to the assessor, ryem u LUnne cc PS to acnie o
uniform otandnrK. enK rut his repor-t idtemneit fore the rditomiQ

Comittee.A~n ThYmte Oul itself assess the nrascnAi on its oun merits,
supplem,-ented by specialist assistunce Nrom the aMWsOrO qd by any other written
assessntsK sent in by those uHo had reod it,

5, in general Fny reveor fo , provisiendl a tye
this preliminar votn ould be cent by Mh 7i007 to P Arter Easesov,
preferably outside the ank. Chpnges recomendd 4y U ternvl assessor,
should not norily be r )ode until hek xenal fsse 3s 2 epnrt is reccivnd.

6. ery rannscrp "u' cotlt nntldnCS t ito
every reference cited, YA h ")`)1%7Pi act byn i UA consultea
but not cited may alo be included at the author's discre-n.

7. The author of an -iauc: ,-- - - nftr er.nrlt rpr
an indlex, The Edi tor AillI bo prepcrnd to P veoOy fqc7 euo"
but it is undesirrble fop this work to Ma dAele v . t T n aortoth
book Pnd should be relatad organicnj oisdtiuoyi n ru~t



onclosure No.2.

Guiines for Review of McrinCHto in Editorial Committee

The following set of questions is designed to focus the attention of
mombors of the C:oUitce on agreed criteria, so as to narrow the ronge of
discussion and achieve ore niform assessmenrs. It 1 mnet as a check-list
and g'de to criteri, not as a means cY voting on prculuding other
discussion,

1. Operationl relevanoo. Does the manuscript deal with a topic that
has practical r eenceo people and inskitutions involved in development?

2. Relation to existin literature. Do' th man'script contribute now
evidence or' o 'ml on a op 10 ch> is csKing actAvay (scusao in the
literature? If not, dcas it sAon s icient novelty or
originality in iWs own field to merit publication v iu this advtage?

3.e form of publicapti. is the qurntity, structure and
content 01 'he atrial sc that it I cd be pu i shed s:

n. A f ull-Tuengh book publihe by a cowy cinn publisher or
Universiy press?

b. One or more artilcle in proesswaal jo0''A'

c. A blue-cover mimeographed 3ank report?

d. A Bank Occasional Paper?

or e. It should not be published at all?

4. Pddi0tionN an. drctio02 Does the nanuscript. t ear to you to have

a. Little or no material that should be boilod down or omitted,
or alternatively exandedl

b. Major sections or chapters that could be oW tied with, improve-
ments in focus and readability?

c. Several points or sections that require epa sion or fuller
explanation?

d. A need for both expansions and deletions, P7 extensive rewriting?

Clnrit and reaability. How good is the 'riting?

a. Does the ranuscript need major editing evcn to achieve acceptable
style, grammar and syntax?

b. Do the nmin points Mail to come throg'h hc ly? Does it need
more attention to the connections, the key sentences and paragraphs and the.
conclusions?
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c. Are there ccssiv differences between the levels of profes

sional skill assurd in differcnt parts of the manuscript? (L.g. elaborate

explanations of well-known economic principlcs in one part, assuaption of

advanced knowledge in others.)

d. Is the style cler, convincing and consistent, needing relatively

little cditing?

6. Technical torms. Bearing in mind that the readers of the Occasional

Papers are probaby mostl y general practicing economists, but th t we are not

nainly dealing with a list of regular subscribers, and can sometimes cater for

a more specialist audience, we may ask

a. Do the technical terms used suggest that the manuscript is dircc~

ted to a more snecialist audience than goenral practicing economists? if so

is there justification both in the difficulty of the subject matter and in its

relation to the Bank to justify publication in the Occsional Papers series?

b. Does the author use plain English wherever technical terms contri-

bute no bhing in rigor, clarity or economy?

c. Are technical terin, that arc outside the normal range of a gemeral

practicing econonist, clearly eined and consistently u:ed (except in spec:iaist

studies - see above)?

7. aathe:atics. How is the mathematica1 reasoning handled?

a. Are the main arguments in the manuscript ca able of being expressed,

with only minor losses of riQr and generality, in plin aglish?

b. Where mathamatics are needed in the text, are the assumptions

particularly where they have policy implications - cle1y. and fairly set out?

c. Are the symbols logically designed, as easy to handle as possible,

and clearly defined in an easily located place?

d. is the matheatics handled with a degree of rigor appropriate to

the work in hand, and consistent throughout the manuscript?

8. Correctness and Validity of Conclusions. Do you believe that

a. The author's arguments are thoroughly convi ncing, scholarly end

as rigorous as the evidence allows?

b. The author makes a reasonable case for his conclusions, i.e. such

that at least some qualified economists are likely to be convinced by it?

c. The conclusions are not well supported by ;.he evidence and anal'ysis,

and readers are likely to juage the work as seriously lac king in professional

competence?
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9. A. This wil ( on whether th e nuscript is bei

give n prlmnr rfinal considerption, if the con iuration is pre-
lmirnry, does Vhc mnscpt sh ( sufficient relevnc nd proise,and

is it sufficierday- aPpropvute in formi Pid substance, to justify recop en-

ing forther vork TlonL; the lines indciod An erlier Matins or in othr
ays fr puilication Ps an C casional Paper? If not, doyou recommend in

atte:pt to hve it published in some other form?

if the cosdrto beivsol W ~i , recomTinended

to the Publictions Co1ie as it i, PA if aprove puished with no

more tha ni l editin? Or should it be occepted co. "itiolly, subject

to agreement to nae some Kinor changes? Or should it ae rejcted?



Enclosure No, 3.

Gui delines for Assessors

You have agreed to act as an assessor for the attached manuscript.
This note is to assist you in helping the Editorial Committee achieve uniform

standards.

Occasion. 1 Pnpers are monographs, with a practical orientation and

arising out of this dank's activities. Since the ak encourages publicatlon
of such material either in technical journa or as books produced by univer-

sity or commr ci l presses, an Occasional Paper should usually be a study
that needs to be presonted as a whole, is too long for a single journml artcle

and is too short for a full-length book.

There may be special circumstances, related to the practical orien-

tation of the work or its relevance to an international rarket, whi h migcht
lead to a manusecipt being published as an Occasional Paper when (on grounds

of length and structors alone) it might be suitable as a book or a group of

articles; but our standards should in no cicbe lower than those

of a good university press or an internationlly knom tchniical jou-nal.

The criteria by which the Editorial Committce assesses manuscripts
are set out in the attached guidelines Phich se have adaped for our own uso,

You are particularly asked to give u r help in assessing the relation of

this manuscript to the current special literature in its field, its use of

special technical terms, its haniling of mathematical reasoning and the level
of its scholarship and cogency of its arguments.

We ask you to give your assessments with compeoto candor, and to

regard yourself as our aent. our name hs iot been gi-n to the author and
we shall keep it confidentia. unless you prefer to eng i icussion with
him. The Committee may, at its discretion, ask him to comment on extracts
from your assessment provided anonymously.

If you consider that, with manageable improvements, the manuscript
should be published, we should welcome your suggestions for such improvements,
and if we decide to proceed we shall pass them on to the author.

The Committee much appreciates your willingness to undertake this task
for us.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mlembers of the Editorial Coimittee DATE: Octc:ber 13, 1970

FROM: T. H. Silcock

SU Bi ECT: Taxao-tion and. Earmai rking in Developing Countries"

Mr. Iklund sent this reply to Mr. Balassa 's conuanents of July 30
the day before ie left the Bank. It is circulated for informnation.

Mr. Balassa has told me that he does not intend to reply.

cc: r . Kac, 1 r. Stoveriion .L

Mri Pryor
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE -MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bela Bal4ssa DATE: September 30, 1970

FROM: Per Eklund

SUBJECT: Your comments on my study "Taxation and Earmarking in Developing Countries".

1. General Comments

1. In your review of my study, you make a number of comments which I cannot
permit to remain unanswered. Your three main points are:

i) that it conveys the impression that the author has a "cause"
to defend.

ii) that there is a need of more case studies; and your principal
suggestion

iii) that you do not see much usefulness in Chapters II and II. "Some
of their ajor conclusions are open to doubt, and they are not
necessary for establishing the usefulness of earmarking in certain
situations".

2. To begin with, I leave it to others to judge whether I have a "cause"
to defend in my study. If I have a "cause" to propagate, it is to emphasize
that much of the criticisms of earmarking in textbooks and elsewhere have been
based on a much too simplistic analysis; ie. a lack of understanding of the
complex reality of fiscal decisionmaking.

Secondly, in your paragraph 1 and in paragraph h, you refer to the cost
aspects of earmarking. Of course, earmarking has "costs" attached to it, just
like other fiscal measures; Lustified at onei t in time, but not necessarily
indefiniel These "costs" and the required trade-off between costs and benefits
are referred to in the study: in the introduction, in the main body, in the
case study on the Philippines, and in the conclusion. Therefore, your presumption
in paragraph 11 that the cost asoects are not discussed is simply not correct;
moreover, I completely fail to see the logic of the assertion that costs and
benefits of earmarking must be discussed in the same chapter. If the implication
is that this leads to a deliberate discounting of the costs, I can only refer
you, inter alia, to the final paragraph of the summary.

3. In regard to case studies and empirical material, it is self-evident in
any empirical work that more material is always desirable. The relevant
question is whether there is sufficient material to enable tentative conclusions
to be drawn. You do not refer to the cross--section analysis of 18 countries
which have earmarking for highways, and 19 no.-earmarking countries; and a time
series analysis of five countries. A different opinion on this aspect of the
study is the one expressed by the PankT S previous editor, Mr. Latimer, who
considered the study to be "thorough and a model of good documentation" despite
other reservations he may have had about it.

1/ IeMorandun fromi Hug'h Latimer to Stanley Please,"'1 armarkin-i and Taxation"
Per Eklund, October 15, 19620
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4. You are in doubt as to the usefulness of Chapters II and III: ("Budget
Policy and Earmarking of Taxes", and "Comparison of an Actual System of
Parliamentary Deocracy with the Lindahl Theory", respectively). Chapter II
sets out the two main theories of fiscal behavior, the simplest of which is the
ability to pay approach, which, as is well-known, leaves the pattern and level
of expenditures as given. The second theory, the benefit theory of taxation,
in contrast, attempts to see decisions on taxes and expenditures and the linkage
between themreflecting and being determined by the environment. As you knoow,
among economists the benefit theory of taxation has given rise to considerable
controversy. But no-one has offered a better theory of public expenditure
that the Lindahl theory, therefore this theory is worthy of our interest. There

has also been considerable progress in rehabilitating and reconstructing
Lindahl's solution, through Samuelson's clear statement of the theory of con-
sumption externalities (public goods) and through Johansents reformulation of
the Lindahl solution.1

5. Chapter III sets out the divergencies which arise, when the Lindahl theory
is compared with an actual system of parliamentary democracy. The cumulative
effect of these divergencies leads to the conclusion that the fiscal optimun
will not be fully achieved in actual parliamentary democracies. Still the analogy
between budget determination and price formulation in the market is useful. I
argue that these divergencies become magnified, when the theory is confronted
with conditions in developing countries. In brief, therefore, the message is
that when the "flaws" between theory and reality widen, the importance of
instruments such as earmarking, and other policies, which raise voterst - tax-
payerst satisfaction, increases.

6. In fact, nothing could be easier for me than to agree with you that the
theory in these two chapters is not necessary to establish the usefulness of
earmarking in certain situations. But, your comments, give me the impression
that you consider earmarking simply a pragmatic matter; whereas, on the contrary
there are important theoretical issues involved, which must not be hidden. Your
query as to the usefulness of these two chapters suggests that you have failed
to see the important theoretical issues which a study of earmarking - if it is
to have any ambition - must consider. Stanley Please put it:

"Essentially these theoretical issues are analagous to those in the
historic Chamberlin/Robinson revolution which dealt with supply problems.
This revolution got us away from the previous polarized and obviously
unrealistic assumptions of perfect competition and "pure monopoly". They
were replaced by Chamberlin's analysis in terms of "groups" of varying
sizes (duopoly, eligopoly, etc.). What now needs to happen on the demand
side is to get away from the polarized assumptions of individual goods on
the one hand and public goods on the other and to introduce the notion of

1/ Another very recent contribution proving the existence of a Lindahl
equilibrium is Duncan K. Foley, "Lindahl! s solution and the Core of an
Economy with Public Goods". Econonctrica, Vol. 38, No. 1, January 3970,
p. 66.
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"group goods" - geographical groups, social groups, age groups, etc.
Essentially, this is a large part of what lies behind the earmarking
analysis" "1/

Indeed, the major flaw of the Lindahl theory - the lack of assured revelation of
voters' preferences for public goods is mitigated, when we start to analyze
"group goods", i.e., goods with few externalities for outside groups. In this
context, the Lindahl theory and the necessity of joint tax-expenditure decisions -
implicit or explicit (formal) earmarking - becomes more realistic. In sum, I
firmly reject your assertion that Chapters II and III lack usefulness and that
their major policy conclusions are open to doubt.

2. Nero Detailed Comments

7. To turn to the particular points you have raised, the purpose of my
presentation of the Lindahl theory - explicitly set out in the Annex to
Chapter II - was not to present and repeat the mathematical proof that the
Lindahl solution satisfies the conditions for a Pareto-optimum. In my study,
there are enough references, I would think, to P. A. Samuelson and to Leif
Johansents mathematical formulation for me to object to your statement that
there is "no proof that a stable equilibrium will be reached". However, let
me pursue your point in paragraph 2. "As is well-known, bilateral monopoly and
isolated barter do not lead to a Pareto-optimum or for that matter to a stable
equilibrium". The analogy between ordinary market economics and the public
goods case, with which we are concerned, is not that simple. In the former
case, as is well-krnowrn, when we increase the number of sellers of a homogenous
product indefinitely, you pass from monopoly through indeterminate oligopoly
and can hope to reach a determinate -competitive equilibrium in the limit.
Whenever the indifference applies, there will be only one price in the market
for the commodity. In contrast in the Lindahl model, it would not help, if
there were a greater number of parties involved; for each additional group we
are compelled to introduce one more distribution ratio. For this reason, a
perfectly valid assumption , in theory, is to assume that each party has power
and ability to tdefend its owm interest'; another matter is that in the real
world I think we both concede that the situation is different.

8. There is no disagreement between us: when the Lindahl theory is confronted
with reality the major imperfection is that individuals-groups are expected to
reveal their preferences in situations in which such a revelation would be to
their disadvantage. (Your paragraph 3). My subsequent statement that "a fuller
revelation of preferences will take place", when taken in the context it appears,
is a qualification to this general case.

1/ Memorandun to Mi, Hugh Latimer from Stanley Please, October 29, 1969.
Earmarking and Taxation" - Per Eklund.
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9. In your paragraph 5, you state that the presumption that in the absence
of earmarking less than the optimal amount would be spent is not universally
valid. I agree that this may be the case, but then in the first instance ear-
marking was not necessary either. The general case is that earmarking increases
taxable capacity; cooperative solutions to preference revelation are more
easily reached. The situation you depict in your last sentence in paragraph
5 is not clear to me.

10. In paragraph 6, you infer that the example in Annex I leads to the con-
clusion that "the vote should be taken on "budgetary packages" rather than on
individual issues which leads us away from earmarking". I fail to see this.
The basic issue is not a distinction between "individual issues" and "packages",
but that voting groups must consider the cost - the tax burden - jointly with
expenditure decisions. It is true that in parliamentary democracies, voters do
choose among "packages" presented by the various political parties rather than
voting on individual issues. The complexity and multipurpose of many public
expenditures has made an evaluation and weighing of costs and benefits of
expenditure difficult. The political leaders or the representative group spokes-
ment, therefore, have to fill the function of evaluating experts (see my page
20, paragraph h8). But there is certainly no guarantee that this is an optimal
procedure: expenditure decisions are made annually as part of the routine of
preparing the governmentts budget, in theory the total burden of taxes must be
consistent with these decisions. To exemplify, Charles E. Lindblom has stated
that in the case of the U.S. system, appropriations should be taken out of the
present budgetary process so that in a feasible way appropriations can be
linked very tightly to basic legislation. (See page 21, paragraph 49).

11. In regard to a minority group, "it will make little difference if there
is an earmarking or riot and the potential threat of the breakup of the majority
exists equally in the two cases" (your paragraph 7). The argument in this case
rests on the grounds that there is a distinction between an "assurance" by a
majority safeguarding the interest of a minority group, not written into the law
and one written into the law. In other words, there is a distinction between
decisions made annually as part of the routine of preparing the government's
budget, and those written into the law.

12. In the same paragraph (7), I think you mistakenly state that you do not
see that earmarking would be substitute for decentralized decisionmaking on the
regional level, while earmarking in the state budgets of the U.S. and Switzerland
can hardly be explained by their federal structure. At a given point in time
earmarking, accomiodation of group interests, is likely to lead to more optimal-
tax-expenditure decisions ,and similarly a delegation' of authority to regional
units will increase taxpayers satisfaction. There are abundant references to
this linkage, in my study (page 22, and Chapter V) and in the literature (Leif
Johansen, see also for instance W. Arthur Lewis "Decentralization thus raises
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taxable capacity"2l') that I am somewhat surprised at your statements. Let me
refer to what I say on page 23, paragraph Sh:

"Earmarking and decentralization may be treated as substitutes, but
they must not be looked upon as mutually exclusive. From this
point of view, one may note that in federally administered countries
like the U.S.A., Brazil and Switzerland, earmarking is frequent.
Both the decentralization of governmental policy-making and earmarking
point to the fact that soecial interests including geographical
interests have been accommodated'?.

13. In your paragraph 8, you accept my point about majority coa2itions, but
your main query is whether at a low stage of development, people would be more
individualistic and hence the society more heterogenous? To make my point more
clear, let me refer to Richard Goode's listing of the conditions necessary,
for a successful use of the personal income tax: a fairly high degree of
economic development, but in addition they emphasize honest maintenance of
records, honest administration and voluntary compliance on the part of the
taxpayers. (See page 8, paragraph 18). I think you must agree with me that.
the personal income tax has not proved itself appropriate at a low stage of
economic and social development. Merely on this ground,can we avoid the
conclusion that this reflects a close relationship between a more individualistic
and heterogenous society and a lower stage of development?

cc: Messrs. Kamarck
Stevenson
Please
Editorial Committee

PEklund/hf

1/ W. Arthur Leis, Coment in Agricultural Ibvelopment and Ecnonic Growth".
Ed. by Hermer M. Southworth and Bruce F. Jchnston, Cornell 1967, Po ,911
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: Septeber 29, 1970

FROM: Judy i aguire

SUBJECT: iditoal Cer:ittoe Ieatin'

1. A meeting of the Editorial Committee wme held on September 15, at

3:30 p.m. Present were Mr. Pleae (Chairman), Ur. Silcock (Editor),
Mr. Balassa, Mr. Baldwin, hr. Holsen, hr. 3.3. King, Mr. Pryor and Miss

Maguire (Secretary).

2. Yr. Please said that the recent death of Samuel Lipkowitz represen-

ted a very real peroona and professional loss for all members of the Editorial

Comittee. Mr. Liplowitz nos an active participant in the Corittee's work,
and his assistance will be very greatly missed.

3. The meeting of the comnittee was devoted to a discussion of the gule-
lines proposed by 1r. Silcock for the selection and review of manuscripts.

4. The initial reaction of those attending was that in their view these

guidelines were excessively stringent, and would tend to discourage authors

from submitting their mauscripts for consideration. One feeling was that the

primry purpose of the Occasional Papers series is not the promotion of indi-

viduals, but the exposure to outside professionAl criticism of the economic

work undertaken within the en. Trthermore there was frequently little indi-

vidual incentive for staff memers to have their work published, and the comit-

tee ought therefore to opt a more positive attitude in order to stimulate a

flow of potential papers. On submission theso papers need not be considered as

finished pieces but as drafts which, when "doctored", would be suitable for

publication. The Editor explained that he regarded it as part of his function

to try to see manuscripts at an. early stage and to encournge publication, but
he did not believe that a more formai procedure of selection or rejection at

some point would be discouraging and he felt that it would help to encourage

high standards.

5. It as generally Vgred 1h a mechinism should he szt up for prelim

inarry and inforel consideration of an scripQ. At this i the cor*itee

could either indicte thet the ouuscript ups not suitable for publication in

the OccAil Papers series or encourew the author to do further work on it.

It could Aso indicate particAr chn!os that it uld regr -S necessary

boefo it could recoend the 'snuscript to the Publications GorAttee. The

conittee felt that authors nneded som ncrgen to undert n. further work,

even though there could be no guarantes by the comittee that th a uthor'Ls

work would be accep0"le.

fl WAUa irVAW ph; AWA huIs CoC7 t yA~o _

nfo -s01s-yof tiv =1.ZCDT. 7!TV- ,
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the tssessor s role to rea )Tce that of ideendent study by the committee. It
was expected siply tha L b old give an impartial and expert finding,
particularly on the more tec Oi cal aspect where he could be assumed to be more

familia r wit s-ecialis litrature. The comiuttee sugges ted that anonyri ty of
the assessor aUh not be nec'Sary within the Bank but it was agreed that it
should be offered to him and left to his on decision. The comm.ittee did not
feel that there had bceen any rel di fficulty i the past in obtaining critical
reviews. There was objection to the idea in the guideline proposals that addi-
tional supporting or critical_1 matril would not be circulated to the committee.
On the contrary it was flt that assessments should be solicited from runy
different quarters. The co-,mittee felt that in the past a number of varied
opinions on certain papers had been a valuable aid in its on assessment of a
m3nluscript.

7. Finally it was decided that a very real effort would have to be made
to search out ideas for future Papers. It was noted that particular attention
should be paid to those areas -- i.e. applied economics - where the Dank has

a comparative advantage. Staff members should be made aware that the committee

is interested in manuscripts not only from the Economics Department but from all
parts of the 3ank.

Distribution: Members of the Editorial Commitateo
Mr. Pryor r Hoffman

Mesors. Karck, Stevenson, Low ther

Mir. Cei nr

Division Chiefs2
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OFFICF MEMORANDUJM
TO: Members of the Editcrial COniTte DATE: September 2, 1970

FROM: T. U. Silcock %I
SUBJECT: Editorial C .nittee ctir"

A meeting of the Editorial Committee will be held on Tuesday,

September 15, in Room D-560 at 3:30 p.m.

No business on manuscripts is pending at present. Attached is

the agenda for the meeting.

1 Enclosure

TS:be



Mr. P.D. Henderson August 25, 1970

T. H. Siloock

Proposed Agenda for Editorial Committee

Before you went away I suggested that we should have a meeting
on these administrative changes to be followed in dealing with
manuscripts. In view of the fact that you will be here only a week,
I think it will probably be better to wait for the meeting until
Mr. Please returns, but I would prefer to get the notice out as soon
as possible. May I discuss this draft agenda with you and then send
it out? I propose to fix a date for the meeting as soon as possible
after Mr. Please returns, so as to get this done before the Amual
Meeting. I have already sent this to Mr. Stevenson and he has no
comments and says I can go ahead with it.

1 Encl.



Agenda for Editorial Committee

1. Procedure for selection and review of manuscripts for
Occasional Papers. (Encl. No. 1.)

2. Guidelines for review of manuscripts in Editorial Committee. (Encl. No. 2)

3. Guidelines for assessors. (Encl. No. 3.)

4. Pre-editing and editing.

We in the editorial office welcome the help of divisional editors
who often insure that we receive a manuscript in much better condition than
would be possible without them. However, we should like a ruling that once

a manuscript is submitted, the divisional editor's role its complete. Editors

must try to negotiate with authors, to achieve greater clarity and consist-

ency, and these negotiations are made unnecessarily difficult if divisional

editors also -- in effect -- claim proprietary rights. We must emphasize

that any corrections of galleys must be negotiated directly with us by the
author.

5. Correction of galleys and page proofs.

We propose to notify authors that every change made in the galley by
an author costs the Bank more than a dollar for every line. Normally an

author is allowed a limited number free, and is required to pay for all those

in excess out of his own pocket. Since our authors are economists, and
accustomed to making imaginary trade offs, we propose to tell them the price

and ask them to make a conscientious effort to judge all galley corrections

as if they had to pay for them personally. For the present we are not pro-

posing any further sanction.

Page proofs are sent to the author only for information. Corrections

are very costly at this stage. Our attention should be called to any actual

error, but we reserve the right to eliminate it in the way that will incur
least cost, or even to leave it if the cost of correction, in our opinion,
ourweighs the seriousness of the error.

6. Circulation of correspondence.



Enclosure N1o. 1.

Procedure for Selection and Review of Manuscripts for Occasional Papers

1. A note setting out the function of the Occasional Papers, and the

character of the rnanusccipts that we would consider publishing, should be

sent to every professional staff member in the Bank, outlining the proce-

dure for submitting a manuscript. It should be made clear that any manu-

scripts that fit the general description of the Occasional Papers would

be welcome, and that we have no intention of publishing material only from
the Economics Department. We should also indicate that we would expect
formal submission of a manuscript as near perfect as the author can make it.

It should be a manuscript that he would not be ashamed to have printed and

published exactly as it stands.

2. Wherever a manuscript is being typed specially for submission as
an Occasional Paper the secretary should be instructed torget in touch with

Mrs. Easter so that so far as possible the style of typing could conform to
the requirements of The Johns Hopkins Press, since these differ in a number
of minor respects from normal Bank procedures.

3. Manuscripts should be sent to the Editorial Office through the
Division Chief who would take necessary steps to clear with the Head of the

Department. Detailed technical assessments are not expected from Division
Chiefs, though naturally they would advise against publication if they con-
sidered a manuscript to be obviously unsatisfactory or against Bank policy.
Division Chiefs would, however, be requested to help us with the selection
of an assessor. This should be preferably someone in a different division,
and his identity should not be revealed to the author. He should be a
specialist in the same general field whcmwe could approach for a confidential
technical assessment of the professional value of the manuscript.

4. We will refer to the assessor, sending guidelines so as to achieve
uniform standards, and put his report and the manuscriot before the Editorial
Committee. In general other supporting or critical material will not be
circulated. An exception could be made for coaments by the Division Chief
on possible usefulness of the material to practical work within the Bank.
The aim, however, would be to have the report assessed on the basis of its
own merits and an assessorls report.

5. In general any report pro-isionally approved for publication at
this preliminary meeting would be sent by the Editor to a further assessor,
preferably outside the Bank. Changes recoKmenced by the internal assessor
should not normally be made until the external assessor's report is received.

6. The Compittee will then decide whether to reject or to ask for any
revisions for publiction. At the Committee is discretion, extracts from the
assessors I reports may be sent to the aiuthcr, but their identity should be
kept confidentil. We rust in-orm the assessors that their anonymity will

be resencted.
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7. Every manuscript must contain, as an appendix, a complete list of
every reference cited, with full bibliographical details. Mlaterial consulted
but not cited may also be included at the author's discretion.

8. The author of any manuscript will in future be required to prepare
an index. The Editgr will be prepared to advise on the methods to be used,
but it is undesirable for this work to be delegated. It is a part of the book
and should be related organically to its data, analysis and argument.



Enclosure No. 2.

Guidelines for Review of Manuscripts in Editorial Committee

The following set of questions is designed to focus the attention of
members of the Committee on agreed criteria, so as to narrow the range of
discussion and achieve more uniform assessments. It was prepared by
Mr. Baldwin and developed and amended by the editor. Further discussion will
be welcome.

1. Operational relevance. Does the manuscript deal with a topic that
has practical relevance for people and institutions involved in development?

Yes No Borderline

2. Relation to existing literature. Does the manuscript contribute new
evidence or material on a topic which is being actively discussed in the
literature? Yes No If not, does it show sufficient novelty or
originality in its own field to merit publication without this advantage?

Yes No

3. Appropriate form of ublication. Is the quantity, structure and
content of the material such that it should be published as:

a. A full-length book published by a commercial publisher or
University press?

b. One or more articles in professional journals?

c. A blue-cover mimeographed Bank report?

d. A Bank Occasional Paper?

or e. It should not be published at all?

4. Additions and deletions. Does the manuscript appear to you to have

a. Little or no material that should be boiled down or omitted,
or alternatively expanded?

b. Major sections or chapters that could be omitted with improve-
ments in focus and readability?

c. Several points or sections that require expansion or fuller
explanation?

d. A need for both expansions and deletions, or extensive rewriting?

5. Clrit and readability. How good is the writing?

a. Does the manuscript need major editing even to achieve acceptable

style, grarmar and syntax?

b. Do the main points fail to come through clearly? Does it need
more attention to the connections, the key sentences and paragraphs and the
conclusions?
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c. Are there excessive differences between the levels of profes-
sional skill assumed in different parts of the manuscript? (E.g. elaborate
explanations of well-known economic principles in one part, assumption of
advanced knowledge in others.)

d. Is the style clear, convincing and consistent, needing relatively
little editing?

6. Technical terms. Bearing in mind that the readers of the Occasional
Papers are probably mostly general practicing economists, but that we are not
mainly dealing with a list of regular subscribers, and can sometimes cater for
a more specialist audience, we may ask

a. Do the technical terms used suggest that the manuscript is direc-
ted to a more specialist audience than general practicing economists? If so
is there justification both in the difficulty of the subjgct matter and in its
relation to the Bank to justify publication in the Occasional Papers series?

b. Does the author use plain English wherever technical terms contri-
bute nothing in rigor, clarity or economy?

c. Are technical terms, that are outside the normal range of a general
practicing economist, clearly defined and consistently used (except in specialist
studies -- see above)?

7. Mathematics. How is the mathematical reasoning handled?

a. Are the main arguments in the manuscript capable of being expressed,
with only minor losses of rigor and generality, in plain English?

b. Where mathematics are needed in the text, are the assumptions --
particularly where they have policy implications -- clearly and fairly set, out?

c. Are the symbols logically designed, as easy to handle as possible,
and clearly defined in an easily located place?

d. Is the mathematics handled with a degree of rigor appropriate to
the work in hand, and consistent throughout the manuscript?

8. Correctness and Validit of Conclusions. Do you believe that

a. The author's arguments are thoroughly convincing, scholarly and
as rigorous as the evidence allows?

b. The author makes a reasonable case for his conclusions, i.e. such
that at least soro qualified economists are likely to be convinced by it?

c. The conclusions are not well supported by the evidence and analysis,
and readers are likely to judge the work as seriously lacking in professional
competence?

d. The conclusions are clcarly at variance with Bank policy and
likely to be a source of embarrassmnent to the 3an.k?
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9. Assessment. My preliminary net judgment is as follows:

a. For publication as an Occasional Paper with no more than normal
editing.

b. For conditional acceptance as an Occasional Paper, subject to
agreement to make some minor changes.

c. Against publication as an Occasional Paper, but for Bank or
outside publication in some other form.

d. Against encouragement of publication in any form.



Enclosure No. 3.

Guidelines for Assessors

You have agreed to act as an assessor for the attached manuscript.
This note is to assist you in helping the Editorial Committee achieve uniform
standards.

Occasional Papers are monographs, with a practical orientation and
arising out of this Bank's activities. Since the Bank encourages publication
of such material either in technical journals or as books produced by univer-
sity or commercial presses, an Occasional Paper should usually be a study
that needs to be presented as a whole, is too long for a single journal article
and is too short for a full-length book.

There may be special circumstances, related to the practical orien-
tation of the work or its relevance to an international market, which might
lead to a manuscript being published as an Occasional Paper when (on grounds
of length and structure alone) it might be suitable as a book or a group of
articles; but our standards should in no circumstances be lower than those
of a good university press or an internationally known technical journal.

The criteria by which the Editorial Committee assesses manuscripts
are set out in the attached guidelines which we have adopted for our own use.
You are particularly asked to give us your help in assessing the relation of
this manuscript to the current special literature in its field, its use of
special technical terms; its handling of mathematical reasoning and the level
of its scholarship and cogency of its arguments.

We ask you to give your assessments with complete candor, and to regard
yourself as our agent. Your name will not be revealed to the author, though
the Committee may, at its discretion, ask him to coment on extracts from your
assessment provided anonymously.

If you consider that, with manageable improvements, the manuscripts
should be published, we should welcome your suggestions for such improvements,
and if we decide to proceed we shall pass them on to the author.

The Committee much appreciates your willingness to undertake this task
for us.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 7, 17C

FROM: Judy Maguire

SUBJECT: Editorial Committee Meeting

A meeting of the Editorial Committee was held on July 28, at 3:30 p.m.
Present were Mr. Baldwin (Acting Chairman), Mr. Silcock (Editor),
Mr. Balassa, Mr. Lipkowitz, Mr. van der Tak, hiss Zafiriou, ,r. Pryor and
Miss Maguire (Secretary).

Mr. Baldwin opened the meeting with the suggestion that some time be
given to a discussion of the purpose behind the Occasional Papers series,
and to the consideration of the criteria which are to be applied in the
selection of possible future papers. He felt that there should be clearly
defined objective standards by which a paper might be measured, and offered
the following as a sample of those which might be included.

1) Appropriateness for the Occasional Papers format. Are there more
appropriate outlets for the type of audience the paper is likely
to attract?

2) Readability, clarity and interest.

3) Professional respectability.

4) The paper's demonstrated relevance for policy in the development
field.

5) Its attitude toward the Bank and member countries.

6) The element of novelty. Does it reveal a new insight into a
particular problem?

7) Does the use of unnecessary jargon or mathematics limit the
audience to which it might appeal?

Hr. Silcock added that it was hoped that an entire session could be
devoted to these questions some time in the near future. It was agreed that
such a session would be extremely valuable, especially if a memorand.um on the
subject could be circulated to the committee before the meeting.

Cost-Benefit Analysis in Education: A Case Study on Kenya.
Thias /C arnoy

In view of the fact that a great deal of correspondence was stimul.aIted Dy
the seminar and committee meeting at which this paper was first discussed, it
was thought advisable that the committee be apprised of recent developments.

It was agreed that the question of the technical validity of certain secions
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of the paper was largely irrelevant. It would be sufficient to publish the

paper with a summary description of the objections which had been raised to

the methodology used.

It was reported that the authors agreed to make the changes requested by
the committee as a condition of publication. These changes include toning down

the policy as well as the statistical claims, and deleting or cutting down

specified chapters and sections. There was some concern voiced as to whether

the authors had in fact been given a detailed accounting of the changes which the

committee expected to be made. It was decided that by August 14 those members
of the committee who were interested should submit their criticisms and recom-

mendations to the authors. The authors could then in turn either make an

interim report to the committee, or could work directly on a revised draft. If

there were any complications involving the revised version it was suggested a

subcommittee might be set up to deal with these.

Taxation and Earmarking in Developing Countries.

Per Eklund

This paper was submitted for consideration for publication as a World Bank

Staff Occasional Paper. The initial reaction of the committee was that the paper
had some potential, but that it would need considerable work before any further

steps could be taken. It was suggested that the Occasional Papers series might

not be the proper outlet for a paper such as this, and that it would be more suit-

able for a revision as a journal article. It was decided that though on the whole

members were against publication as an Occasional Paper in its present form, no

definite decision should be taken until Mr. Please had had the opportunity to com-

ment. We should, in any event, not publish without a favorable report from an

outside assessor, and if we consulted one it was agreed that this person should be

someone unknown to the author.

Country Studies

Mr. Silcock told the committee that he was in the process of preparing a

memorandum incorporating his suggestions for publication of the material available

in the country reports. A brief outline of his proposals was presented and members

gave their comments.

cc: Members of the Editorial Committee
Messrs Pryor, Hoffman
Mr. Friedman
Messrs Kamarck, Stevenson, Lowther

Division Chiefs

JMi:be
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TO: Ir. Ac K July 30, W0

FROMkl: l 1. asa

SUBJECT: ComoW W! c11e o T a 1u lsgCnis

1. DO. Elund gei w s a case for oo cirkin in doloping coitries.
The tuciy providaL : ch interes Linj 1Ofinl but it convcr the iressiona
that the auhor Mas n cause to defend. This iprensson is stremythoned by-
thn sepavtion of the discusirn of the bo" is (Ch.-C.VII) and te -

costF (C01H.VI) o' oan' in uin no aon, EMdM hs glected to mn-

tion som o1 th Ciciencies of cv1: C Unit ar' related. to the points

made in it favor, eooi ly M Wi Ct 1/, Comining Chapters IiV, V, VI,
and VIT, ilh a di2sbion of the advan'ies and disadvantges of carnark-
ing unar each betsdi7 would prvuildv a later balance. it vould furkhor be

desirale to erpnd 0he rathar bief case study on the Philippigs nd to

provide nore cave tM0e. But m'C princial zuKCSWiOn is Oo of sm(Lery:

I do not Pon much vi'fulness in. 1 K Ch> bers II III. Thechpeare

poorly written, sc= of their mjor coclsinsarCoe to d oubt, and tbey are,
not necespory for establishin tW usefulness of evarmling in certain situa-

tions. in the follouing, I will concentae on thoe choters.

2. I find it difficult to accept the vieY that bargakin 0il lead to

the Paretcoptimal value of (h) tot reflecCs the dis. rbution of the fiscal

burn beuacn two grCps. As Wood corrccily notes, this situation. is coI.:'

parable "to a unrket situation of bilateral inopoly or of isolaed barter"

(p.13). As is well-knon, bilMtS 'nopoly and isolated barkno do not lea

to a Parto optI'Mu2 or-, for that iter, o L stable equiCibrim, The same

conclusion applies to Mh distribution of the fiscal burden since each groyp

will try to Eot rore public good& for less of a reduction in private expendi--

ture. EMumd doss no provide a solution to this problemn by stating: "In

order to roach the solut5ion noint P. throu§h nenotiatinS and bargaininE. it

is necessary to assumn that each jarto hp i poier and ability 'to dWSen it's

01wn ineet"(Amno Ch.II, p.4) . NOr do I see the SWiMiy to the case

in "ordinary wellare economics" Hneye pricos Pro given. At any rate, in
bilateral monopoly, the fixity of prices does not assiure a Pareto-optinal

solutioD

3. E klund himself notes tht "a mjor criticisa of the theory hin..
arisen because it can be eosrtdta . the revelation of preferences

which the ii l e assv~ns. is 01HE to FUlfCr lronl ]Herfoctlonn

(Anne Wo Ch.ITp,) Suhwoqr Wy hoinoan, Le rather disipgmuously ar-

gues that in th? clym of public puo "a fuller revelatirn ofprfrne

will take place" (&Q, P.?). I wuM W aher a;rce with the staionK mde
in Ch. I]i th 1 "co n 1r will bo P oc 'Li to Cv> eal teir peenIwcs"' and

that %Wrid is an ince ivo lor AM consa cr0t UnarshT is prCCrences '

'Lu17. o I sly ICpL o'inces ce n Cr.

woul'-



by mjo it vo' ( i) ' WWl ''e o ' hW
noCCsa; W Ito ac - ' to

Loa , hotalo th'' <om i n o 0 t n a04'' o e''
jority PUlP. For Op inr, era, ryq: apa elrexlu

to revenuns derivol N:ot ?!nWCen-Y Qyn3 fo =Ol, it pro-ido inun-

tives for 'r ''.

5. Th presuvoklit in also ima tbt nW, easec of erris

less tha1 the optinna amnt UoWl to ylO In this conectio, EWund1

approvingly quotes Lirdi-.s Wtnnrnt accordirn to vilch "i aRTIRnt

were prsen3d oly it the totl of Whe i bill and of pulc evwices

there is only ono wal to avoid a contrcin of public ue'vices harnful to

all; each mst undr>4 to p n araten Iare tn tOn oth co 2 mrs '1'

cost of hose service which epch ('P s ' useful" (p.C'). Suh a prc-

sunption is not generaldy valid hcaevr. Thus, cnrn ou li

spending iW minority groupvs had srog pffree o cornin Ques of CX

penibc t the; ecuision of olly 00cj ccOlning several Weoiml

6. The eoleIn Anno x I, too, leads to the concluion tWt the VOte

should be token on "imgetnoy pinke rata: ta2 on inniviaua issues

which leads us, awyfrom ca orynIIrE h eed, in a porlioentery democracy1,

the voters do choose a ng Hpnacgns" p e btheviospliia

parties rather than voting on indivduql issvos. The firnning of state

expenditurces in the United Status provides Fn exception but on, =y question

if this is the optim-Al rcc (cf. the recent rejection of bond issues

destined to improve education). in this cannoctior, I iy add. that the one-

paragrpph criticism of the U.S. Fedoral buVEtary systmp is gratuitous and

out of place in the paper.

7. As regards minority groups, EklNd asserts that "an em~arkinS arrange-

ment would be both Aess unstable End more credible an therefore a more desir-

able form of contract" (p.22). I do not sae tho logi of the afrguPnt; for

the minority grous it will rate little difference if there is car=rkng or

not and the potential thrat of tho breakup of the nnjority exists equally

in the too cases. Noo do I son that acorkin;; would. be a substituto for de--

centralized decisiomnping on the regil Oe!, vileu earmarmiS in the

stalf bud Ecs of the U.S. and Switzerland can. hardly to explained by their

federal structure.

8.Turning to the applicability of the throrctical model to real world

situatio m, Eklund acinces som additional arann in favor of caYrnrking-

in developi, countrirs such en the cxistono of entol rorit moaliions,

politial inor erenoc in the aand KOW~aolh lyfcin

The Wid point is ull-takn alt'o'' I find it di cult to ''''' Che vie.

that a! a O styEn of oevelop n9 pople a 'o' ba more i'nvi' 2A suc aucl
hence th vocictv rC ineoenos n o oi~~ ncreow na-

Khistisr)> - 110 (CCC id nut m24ows,1 ' 47 for

eorp too, enq> ve i end0d c -F' y

bortico -

cXc. '' 1 Ol 4 '' (- 4: C "'1' WWC' VISl' La 'COCPLi

ifthn t'llt '1j.''C

o.ut Dof IcC Oth 12
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TO: Members of the Editorial Cuorittee DATE: July 30, 1970

FROM: T.1. Silcock

SUBJECT: Costg-nefit An'xss in Education: A Case Study on Kenya: Thi s/Carnoy

The attached notes were receiver too late for yesterday's meeting,
and are circulated for your attentioA.

2 Enclosures: Note from Mr. Thins) dated July 28, 1970
Note from Mr. Holm )

cc: Mr. Hoffmun
Nr. Pryor
Messrs Kanwrek, S enson, Lowther (for info)
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ASSOCI ATI 1 REF C TC IrON'vq, AN v C\'FORO A I ON

OFFIC MEMORANDU M
TO: Mr. T.H. Silcock DATE: July 28, 1970

FROM: H.H. Thias

SUBJECT: Mr. Shourie's _eno of July 22, 1970

1. Mr. Shourie's note of July 22, 1970 has been brought to my
attention. I read it and feel obliged - although this involves an un-
desirable loss of time - to provide a short reply. For the matter of
simplicity, let me deal with Mr. Shourie's points in chronological order:

2. In para. 3a, Mr. Shouric complains about our disqualifying his
suggestion of adding other explanatory variables as "freak economic theory".
This is not exactly what happened. In his earlier memo of June 24
Mr. Shourie had said that the R2s (sc. of our equations 9.5 - 9.13)
"would have been 6qually high if we had related employment to, say, exports,
imports, a simple time variable and any of a host of other variables",
and we have denounced the "say, experts, imports" suggestion as freak.
To conclude from this specific example that we oppose the inclusion of

any additional variables in the model is a rather daring generalization.
Indeed, in equations 9.11, 9.12 and 9.13 we did attempt to trace the

institutional and structural changes Mr. Shourie refers to by introducing
a dummy variable that distinguishes between pre- and post- independence

observations.

3. In para. 3b Mr. Shourie deals with the problem of collinearity.
He develops a series of equations (employment as a function of "real wrages",'
of sectoral GDP, and of both "real wages" and soctoral GDP)to show that

certain regression coefficients have changed "very dramatically". (I might
add in parentheses that my interest is not so much in whether a change is
dramatical or not but rather in whether it is statistically significant -
a point on vhich Mr. Shourie does not elaborate). However, I fail to see

ihy this would make the regression coefficients "highly suspect". What

becomes doubtful, as Mr. Shourie has clearly pointed out in the first para.

on p. 2, is an "attempt to partition the variance of the dependent variable
between collinear explanatory variables", or, in purely economic terms,

to use the regression coefficients for straightforward ceteris-paribus pro-
jections. I do think that the text of Ch. TX would stand some more "ritual-

istic disclaimers" (to use Mr. Shouric's term), i.e. a careful interpreta-
tion of the meaning and lim;itations of the results.

Li . The equations on p. 3 of Mr. Shourie's memo. have other niguing
qualities. While making the step from the simple log N. = f(log W1) and
log Ni = g(log Yi) to the more elaborate N. = F (log Wi,1 log Yi), the inter-
cepts are disposed of for no apparent rnean. The equatipns arrived. at are

completely different (as far as regrassion coefficients R 's and t-values
are concened) from our cquations (9.5), (9.8) and (9.11) which )for the



matter of the argument they ought to restitute. Even if we assume that
natural logs were taken in one case, and decimal logs in the other, there
is still an uneplwied difference (possibly brought about by the use of
undeflated sectoral GDP figures). While these points do not have a bear-
ing on the arguments on pp. 2 and 3, they give the impression that the
memo was prepared somewhat carelessly.

5. Next, on p. 3, comes an attempt to introduce an additional
variable, the ratio of non-agricultural GDP to total GDP. As a result,
the regression coefficients of the "old" variables change, their t-values
(with the curious exception of that for the log Yi coefficient) drop, tin
one case from a significant to a non-significant level, the t-values for
the regression coefficients of the "new" variable are far from even the
10% level of significance, and the R2 rises from 0.87 (or 0.88, two contra-
dictory values are given) to 0.92 in the first case (insignificant increase)
and falls from 0.91 to 0.78 in the second case..- (This truly embarrassing
result apparently perplexed Mr. Shourie to the extent that he left out the
"old" R2 of 0.906 on the bottom of p.2).

6. What does all this suggest?

(a) the low t-values for the coefficients of the "new" variable
Y* imply either that the dimension "structural change" does not signifi-
cantly contribute to the explanation of the log Ni variance, or (more
likely) that Y* is a poor proxy for that dimension2

(b) Y* is probably closely correlated with Wi and/or Yi.

Big deal indeed. What else should one expect from a variable that relates,
in the case of the first equation, to one of the "old" variables as directly
as Y* =Y -- Y ( being total GDP)? As for the "robustness" or otherwise

Y
of our coefficients, this is not only a "quick illustration" but also a
completely irrelevant one.

7. Our remarks about the ratio of non-agricultural to total GDP and
the Development Plan referred not just to the former's being mentioned in
the latter, but to its exolicit use for projection purposes. In our study,
we have paid due respect to the work that went into the Development Plan.

1/ The expanded version of the log N 3 equation has not been given.

2/ Needless to say that there are no 1957-66 time series for indicators
that would a priori seen more appropriate (such as average size .of

firm, energy consumption per worker, horsepower installed per worker,
etc.).
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However, unless we have coroletely mlsread that document, we do not think
that it prov-idec; us with additional time-series for the period 1957-66 ,
which would enable us to expand our nodel (and this is after all what the
whole argu mnt is about). This means that the "scope for exploring a
number of alternative and more comprehensive hypothese' s" Mr. Shouriec
believed to see and which the authors allegedly failed to realize shrinks,
as it were, to Y* size.

8. I also have to put on record continued disagreement on the labor
force coverage argument on p. h. Kenya's labor force data are "appalling",
and so are her GDP figures, and both are subject to periodic revisions.
Granted. But that is not really the point. Neither is the observation
that for a certain segment of sectoral employment turnover is rather high
(but obviously overrated by Mr. Shourie - the African "target-worker" is
more of a "pre-emergency" phenomenon that furthermore related to the least

qualified workers only). The core of Mr. Shourie's argument is rather
that the mere existence of a large group of self-employed and family workers
would influence the level of wage employment in the monetary segment of the
economy. However, the only way in which this could be brought about would
be through some kind of Lassallean "squceze" - which seems all but impossible
under present-day Kenyan conditions that are characterized by a detailed and
strict minimum-wage legislation.

9. Towards the end of para. 3, Mr. Shourie returns to what seems to
be his favorite argument - namely, that a simple time variable could do
the job of explaining sectoral en ployment in Kenya as well as our model
does. May I point out again that we proceeded in accordance with the
rules of econometrics, i.e. we started with a certain hypothesis that was
in agreement with established economic theory and incorporated the avail-
able (viz. for the period 1957-66) evidence, and submitted it to statistical
testing. The results of the testing did not suggest that we should reject
our hypothesis. This statement applies of course rebus sic stantibus, i.e.
once additional data become available, we may have to re-test our hypothesis,
reformulate it, or even abandon it. Yet for the time being, we have come
as far as one can get.

10. Some final remarks on Ch. 5 (which, together with Ch. VI is clearly

the heart of our study but curiously enough has not received much attention).
In our note of. July 10, 1970 we contended that for cross-section data of
the type used in our study (viz. those dealing Qith the developnment and
use of human resources), one could not expect A s as high as those derived
in other areas of econowetric reseorch, particularly in studies based on time
series. To counter this argument Mr. Shourie refers to cross-section in-
formation hich has yiel ded high R s, such as "data on fortilizar consumptior
in Indian districts". Fertilizer consumption and Qat? if it were, sway,
the relationship betieen fert! lizer cnupin and cr.op yields, I would



fail to be impressed, given the semi-technical character of that relation-
ship. But even if it were a relationship wnere behavioral phonomona played
a role (say, the impact of age, education, income of farmers on fertilizer
consumption), I would still claim that the comph lex ity of that relationship
is moderate in comarison to the multi-dimensional topic of Ch. V.

11. Para. 5 contains another - someowhat furbive - remark Which I think
permits us to resol e much of our controversy about the acceptability of
certain levels of R under certain circumstances. This is Mr. Shourie's
statement that this issue is "partly a matter of preference". This is a
position which has ir wole-hearted support (though I cannot help musing why
it had to take us so long to get there).

HHT: csam

cc. Messrs. Henderson
Please
van der Tak
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A Comment on Mr. Shourie's reply July 28, 1970

I have received Mr. Shourie's reply to my memo, which dealt
with the Kenya study, and I have also had the opportunity to discuss it
with him.

In his memo, Mr. Shourie does not deal with any of the points
which I discussed in the main part of my memo. His reaction, in duscussing
this with him, is that my observations are irrelevant. Since the main part
of my memo addresses itself to observations brought up in Mr. Shourie's

original memo, why did he then use them as arguments against the Kenya
study in the first place?

I find it extremely difficult, and time-consuming, to pinpoint
Mr. Shourie's position on econometrics. He either judges my arguments
irrelevant or moves his position.

Mr. Shourie states: "First, ... we are very seldom justified
in looking upon a coefficient (say bi) in a multiple regression as
indicating "the change in Y as a consequence of a one unit change in X ."

There are many reasons for this. One of these is the fact that some elplana-

tory variables may have been left out of our model and that one or more

of these may be colliniar with the ones that have been included."

What does he mean by "seldom justified?" He suggests that
explanatory variables may have been left out of a model so the coefficients
are not "justified." This is hardly profound. What he is saying is that

if a theory is wrong, so are any deductions we make from it! What he is
not saying is that there exist statistical tests which tell us when the

individual coefficients are significant. Does he or does he not accept
significance testing? The authors of the Kenya study have shown when the

individual coefficients are significant, Mr. Shourie has yet to show that
they are mistaken. As I pointed out in my first memo, we can never prove
a theory. Yes! Some explanatory variables a have been left out of a
model, but if the ones which are included significantly explain the

dependent variable then we have no way of knowing that the model may

be mis-specified. There do not exist anytests which can tell us if a

model is mis-specified. Only by working with the models which are
significant according to our tests can we hope to obtain further
insight which will enable us to develop better theories and models.-

1/ Newton did not include the speed of light in his model - Einstein did.
Should Newton have given up beforehand because "some explanatory variable
may have been left out"? Of course not, Newton's theory explained many
phenomena, and it is difficult to imagine that Einstein would have been
able to come up with his theory had a Newton not published his. And some
day someone will probably come up with yet another theory which cmn explain
more yet.
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In the appendix, attached to my memo, I dealt with the
objective of econometrics. Mr. Shourie has not addressed himself to
this point either. I would, however, like to come back to this question,
since it seems to me that there is also a main disagreement.

Mr. Shourie contends that the main objective of econometrics is
to obtain unbiased estimators. First, Mr. Shourie has yet to demonstrate
that the coefficients in the Kenya study are not unbiased. Second,
supposing for a moment they were biased, then he would conclude that the
Kenya study should he published in order to show thefailure of the use of

multiple regression analysis in cost-benefit studies. Let us pause for a
moment and ask the question: show the failure of what? The only thing
we may have shown is the failure to obtain unbiased estimates of the
coefficients. Should this stop us? The answer is'yes" if the objective of
our analysis was to obtain unbiased estimators. The answer would be "no,
if our objective is to apply cost'benefit analysis to investments in
education.

This leads us to consider what the authors and myself conceive
to be the objective of econometrics. We believe that the objective of
econometrics is to give empirical content to economic theory. Thus
when multiple regression is used, then the estimators may be biased - which
has not been demonstrated. But so what? It is not our objective to get

unbiased estimators - although it is a nice property. Suppose the estimators
are bound to be biased, then at least there is a possibility of finding
ott to what degree they are biased, and this information would be valuable
for further studies. It may also be that if the estimators are biased,
then they will have a smaller variance than estimators which are unbiased.
It is thus seen that this approach to econometrics is far more general and
feasible than the one proposed by Mr. Shourie, since one can consider the
effects of different properties of the estimators.

When I said that Mr. Shourie has "unrealistic idells" then I meant
his approach to econometrics. Mr. Shourie says that: "In my comments to
the study I was only making a plea for something that would be defensible."
Defensible for whom? The study is apparently not defensible for Mr. Shourie,
but again we have to be aware of the standards by which he measures what
is defensible.

Let me finally address myself to some other points which Mr. Shourie
brought up in his memo.

With regard to my statement that the number of excluded variables
must be the same as the number of included variables, Mr. Shourie agreed,
in our discussion, that his derivation implied exactly that.

With regard to the question concerning unbiasedness, I did not
"demonstrate" that the coefficients are "not biased." As a matter of fact
I said that in the general case the coefficients would be biased. I did,
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however, point out cases where the coefficients would not be biased.

With regard to Mr. Shourie's contension that the exclusion of
the error term "does not effect the validity of the proof in any way",
I can only state again that one cannot derive the best liniar unbiased
estimators (BLUE) without the error term. His "proof" is therefore not
valid.1/

1/ That the results are the same is a coincidence. He is determining
the slope of the hyperplane in which all the points are lying. The
derivation of BLUE determines the slope of the hyperplane, under the
condition that the sum of squares of the distances "the errors " from the
points to the hyperplane is minimal, and this is quite different.
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A-SSOCIATON RECCNSTC1TON AND DEVE.LOP MENT cORPO RA ON

OF FIC. MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Thomas H. Si]cock DATE: July 2-, 1970

FROM: Arun Shnouric

SU B.J EECT: Comments on the Thias CArnoy Suly: Erratum

1. The constant terms havc been inadvertently omitted from some

equations that I reported in my note of July 22 to you.

2. The three equations on the top of page 3 should include the

constant terms 8.5955, 7.6010 and 3.617 respectively. Similarly, the
four equations in the second half of that page should include the terms

8.5955, 8.5440, 7.6010 and 7.0053 respectively.

3. Tnese terms do not affect the substance of the argument given
in the note.

AShourie:lcm

cc: Members of the Editorial Committee
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to discuss Per Elklund's paper "Taxation and Earmarking in Developing
Countries"

and other matters outlined on agenda to
follow.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: MEmbers of the Editorial Comittee DATE: Juoly 23, 1973

FROM: T.1H. Silcockl

SUBJECT: $ gend for Editorial Comnittee e ting
on Tuesday July 2
at 3:30--.p:.
in Conference Room D-560

1. Correspondence on the Thias/Carnoy paper "Cost-Benefit Analysis
in Education: A Case Study on Kenya".

2. Preliminarv consideration of poper by Per Eklund "Tnxation and
Earmarking in Developing Countries".

3. Preliminary report by the Editor on discussions on. the pulica-
tion of country studies.

cc: Mr. Hloffmhan
Mr. Pryor
Mr. Kamarck, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Lowther (cor info)

,, E-nclosures: copies of correspondence.
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OFCE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Thomas H. Silcock DATE: July 22, 1970

FROM: Arun Shourie

SUBJECT: Comments on the Thias-Carnoy Study

1. I have read the two memoranda that you sent me about the cost-
benefit study of education in Kenya. I will comment on the piece by
Messrs. Thias and Carnoy in this note and shall outline my reactions to
Mr. Holm's comments in a separate note.

2. In commenting on the regressions in Chapter 9 of the Thias-Carnoy
study I had suggested that the coefficients of the regression equations
should not be taken to indicate "the extent by which y will change with a
given change in xi" and that we should be extremely careful in using such
aggregative equations computed from just 9 or 10 observations for forecast-
ing. There were three reasons for these comments:

a. the sample period data indicated that the two explanatory
variables (average earnings divided by Nairobits cost of
living index and sectoral GDP) were not really independent
of each other;

b. the model that made employment in each of the sectors a
function of these two variables alone was an inadequately
specified one and it may be that the coefficients of the
two explanatory variables would alter considerably once
some additional variables were introduced; and

c. because it seemed a bit strange that the entire GDP in the
monetized part of each of the three sectors should be attri-
buted to only a small proportion of the labor force that
is in fact contributing to the value added in each of the
sectors.

3. Messrs. Thias and Carnoy resoond to these possible objections in
four ways.

a. First, they say that in suggesting that they should extend
the list of explanatory variables beyond the two they have
chosen I am advocating "freak economic theory." However,
Kenya went through very significant institutional and
structural changes in the sample period of their study.
There is nothing in economic theory that tells us that we
need not include explanatory variables to take account of
or to represent such institutional and structural changes.

b. Second, they say that "multicollinearity does not result in
biased estimates of coefficients. . . it causes an increase
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in the estimated variance" and that in any case the

coefficients are robust and their values do not alter

when additional explanatory variables (e.g., time or the

ratio of value added in nonagricultural sectors to total

GDP) are introduced. In regard to collinearity among
explanatory variables two cases should be distinguished:

collinearity among explanatory variables that are includ-

ed in an equation and collinearity among included and

excluded variables. In the first case, the coefficients

are "unbiased" in a technical sense but they can be very

misleading since the attempt to partition the variance of

the dependent variable between collinear explanatory
variables becomes more and more artificial as the collin-

earity increases. In such a case the coefficients are very

sensitive to model specification, to data errors and to the

coverage of the sample.

This point is clearly brought out by considering the data

given in the Thias-Carnoy study. Let us postulate that the

numbers employed in each of the three sectors are a func-

tion of the treal wage' in that sector (i.e., of average
earnings divided by Nairobi's cost of living index). Using

the data for Africans in Appendix Tables 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3

of the study the computed equations are as follows:

R2

log N, = 8.450h1 - 0.82005 log W1  0.8h8
(6.688)

log N2 = 7.12615 - 0.47726 log W2  0-83083
(6.268)

log N3 = 3.68672 + 0.27714 log W 0.76153
(5.o54)

where N stands for numbers employed, W for 'real wages'

and the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 for the three sectors

agriculture and forestry, private industry and commerce

and government respectively. The figures in parentheses
are t-ratios. Alternatively, let us postulate that
employment in each of these sectors is a function of the

value added in that sector. The computed equations then

are as follows:

log Nt = 7.68316 - 0.60242 log Yi 0.667
(4.008)

log N2 = 5.17530 - 0.05301 log Y2  0.029
(0.489)

log N3 = 4.00206 + 0.30126 log Y3  0.712

(4.4497)
where Y represents the sectoral GDP. Now, let us postu-
late - as Thias and Carnoy do - that sectoral employment

is a function of both Wi and Yi. The computed equations

are as follows:
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R2

loq N = -1.18505 log W1 + 0.32114 log Yi 0.870
(3.100) (1.0800)

log N2 = -0.49351 log W2 - 0.08593 log Y2  0.906
(8.090) (2.371)

log N3 = 0.35529 log W3 - 0.08973 log Y3  0.764

(1.241) (0.279)

Notice that the coefficients for log Wi, log Wj, log Yi and

log Y3 have changed very dramatically. It is in this sense

that collinearity among explaiatory variables that are

included in an equation makes the coefficients highly suspect.

(The correlation coefficients between Yi and 4i for the

three sectors are 0.941, -0.112 and 0.979 respectively.)

Collinearity among excluded and included variables has

effects that are equally serious: the coefficients of the

included variables are definitely biased and should not be

treated as representing "the extent to which y changes with

a given change in xi." Books and articles on regression

analysis give explicit proofs of this effectl/ and Thias
and Carnoy would be in error if they assumed that this was

not the case. Furthermore, on the factual question as to

whether their coefficients are robust or not Thias and

Carnoy seem to be mistaken. For purposes of a quick illus-

tration let us represent structural change in the economy

by the ratio of non-agricultural GDP to total GDP and compute

the equations once again. They turn out as follows: R2

log Ni = -1.18505 log W1 + 0.32114 log Y1  0.877
(3.300) (1.080)

= -1.27641 log W1 + 0.43861 log Yi + 0.18723 log Y* 0.920
(3.126) (1.181) (0.585)

log N2 = -0.49351 log W2 - 0.08593 log Y2
(8.090) (2.371)

= -0.62870 log W2 + 0.11733 log Y2 - 1.01756 Y* 0.780

(4.272) (0.573) (1.009)

where Y* is the ratio of GDP originating in nonagricultural

sectors to total GDP. The point estimate of the coefficient

1/ I shall list only three readings that deal with this specific issue:

H. Theil, "Specification Errors and the Estimation of Economic Relation-

ships," Rev. Inst. Int. de Stat, Vol. 25, Nos. 1/3, especially pp. 41-44;
Draper and Smith, AppliedRegression Analysis, J. Wiley, especially

Section 2.12 entitled 'Bias in Regression Estimates,' pp. 81-84.
Snedecor and Cochran in their Statistical Methods, Iowa University Press,

pp. 394-398, provide a more intuitive discussion of the same issue, which

does not use matrix notation.
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for log Yi changes by about one-third, that for log W2 by

about one-fifth and that for log Y2 changes from -0.00593

to +0.11733.

c. The third reason that Thias and Carnoy give for not

including a variable like the ratio of nonagricultural to

total GDP is that "The Development Plan (which we use as

the basis of our future GDP figures) does not discuss this

ratio." This is incorrect. Kenya's Development Plan,

1970-1974 explicitly gives sectoral growth projections and

targets on pages 141-145 and explicitly discusses growth

prospects in each of the sectors - including the sectors

other than agriculture. Thus, as an instance, pages 305-310

and 313-314 contain a description of likely developments in

manufacturing industry which would be quite adequate for the

discussion in Chapter 9 of the Thias-Carnoy study.

d. The final point on which there is some disagreement relates

to the advisability of attributing GDP originating in Kenya's

"monetized sector" to about 550,0oo to 65o,OOO workers.

Thias and Carnoy imply that I am making "the trivial point
that even a 99% coverage is fractional vis-a-vis the loo%

ideal." The point is far from trivial. Kenya's labor force

data is appalling and the GDP series (including its parti-

tioning between GDP originating in the 'monetized' and that

originating in the subsistence sectors) have been very con-

siderably revised over the last three to four years. Broadly

speaking, about three-quarters of Kenya's GDP is attributed

to the monetized sector. Of Kenya's total population of

about 10.2 millionl/ about 53%, say 5 million, fall in the

age groups 15 to 55. About 1.03 million are registered as
'self-employed', about 2.10 million as 'family workers' and

about 1.03 million as being in 'wage employment'. Of the

last segment about 65% - i.e. roughly 650,000 are said to be

in the 'modern' sector. Large numbers of workers in the

'self-employed' and 'family worker' categories are known to

drift in and out of the 'wage employment' group just as they

are known to move in and out of the 'modern sector'. In

their regressions Thias and Carnoy ignore the effects of

these movements from one category to another and indeed

disregard the extent to which the 'self-employed' and the

'family workers' - even without crossing over to the 'employed

for wages' category - constitute competing groups for those

who are registered as being 'employed for wages' in the

'modern sector'. The GDP that is said to originate in the

'monetized' sector results from the labor of all categories

of workers and not just those in 'wage employment' in the

'modern' sector. Thias and Carnoy simply regress the latter

l/ All figures relate to 1968.
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against the 'real wage' and the value added in the 'monetized'

portions of the sectors and as they get good fits they assume

that they have a satisfactory model for explaining and
projecting sectoral employment in Kenya. Good fits are very

tenuous evidence regarding the adequacy or justifiability of

a model. As an illustration, on taking their employment

data for Africans and making it simply a function of time I

find that a simple quadratic equation has R2 of 0.817, 0.817

and 0.871 for their three sectors. These are not much worse

than the 0.931, 0.950 and 0.766 they obtain using 'real
wagest and sectoral GDP and yet I suppose many of us would
find a model with time as the only explanatory variable as

being very far from adequate.

4. The considerations I have outlined suggest that there was scope
for exploring a number of alternative and more comprehensive hypotheses
and that the study did not attempt to do so.

5. I turn now to the equations of Chapter 5. In their note Thias
and Carnoy correctly argue that their use of dummies is in many ways
similar to analysis of variance procedures. This is an important point and
the chapter would gain a good deal if they were to elaborate on this. The
rest of their argument seems to be that there is some inherent reason on
account of which cross section data always has a great deal of random
Inoise' and that for this reason even very low R2 should be acceptable. I

suppose this is partly a matter of preferences. I have a number of results
available for inspection which report very high R2 (above 0.9) for cross
section data on fertilizer consumption in Indian districts. Cross section
data is not inherently more unsystematic than time series data and there
seems to be no reason why our standards should be more generous in one
case rather than the other. Just as there are a number of factors (e.g.,
trends) that can affect estimates of coefficients in time series data and
result in spurious correlations so are there many factors (e.g., effects
of scale) that can have similar consequences in cross section data. I
have collected a good number of examples to illustrate this point, which
again I would be glad to make available.

AShourie :lcm

cc: Members of the Editorial Committee
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. P.D. Henderson and Herman G. van der Tak DATE: July 22, 1970

FROM: Arun Shourie "f -e-

SUBJECT: Mr. Holm on Regression Anayi s

1. Mr. Silcock sent me a copy of a memorandum by Mr. Holm that
contains a number of assertions about what he thinks I think about regres-
sion analysis. I would like to comment on some aspects of his memorandum.

2. On examining a number of studies utilizing regression analysis
and in working with a good deal of data myself I have come to two con-
clusions about regression equations. First, that we are very seldom
justified in looking upon a coefficient7 sy bi) in a multiple regression
equation as indicating "the change in Y as a consequence of a one unit
change in X 1 ." There are many reasons for this. One of these is the fact
that some explanatory variables may have been left out of our model and
that one or more of these may be collinear with the ones that have been
included. Second, that in some circumstances the equation as a whole can
be useful even though we cannot attach any causal interpretations to its
coefficients. For example, if we are interested solely in forecasting then
we may be satisfied with an incomplete model; we may, for example, have
reason to believe that in the period for which we are making a forecast the
excluded and included variables and the excluded and the dependent varia-
bles will continue to be related in the same way as they have been in the

oast. But I believe that in all such cases we should present the reasons
for our belief that these relationships among variables in the future will
remain the same as in the past. Unless we do this we are only asking the
reader to join us in an act of faith.

i. Mr. Holm has three things to say about this position. First,
that it is not novel; second, that it is "extreme" and constitutes an
attack on "methods developed by Fisher, Tingergen, Haavelmo, Wald, Theil,
Zellner, Koopmans, Samuelson, Frisch, Malinvaud, Sargan, Kendall, Durbin
and others"; third, that it is wrong and reveals my "misunderstanding of
the nature and properties of residual errors in econometric models."

4. I have not claimed any originality. In fact, the theme of my
naper on the misuse of econometric techniques is that elementary theory is
often disregarded in practice; and I argued that we should pay greater
attention to textbooks that "so often warn us against doing so many of the
things we do."

5. Invoking a long list of names gets us nowhere. So far as I know,
there is nothing in the writings of any one of the authors listed above
that contradicts the position I have outlined here and in my earlier paper.
In connection with the specific point about the significance of regression
coefficients, Mr. Holm might like to know that I had sent my paper to
Professor Maurice Kendall - who figures in his list of luminaries - and he
had this to say:
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"It seems extremely difficult to convince econometricians
that no reliance can be placed on the value of the indi-
vidual coefficients unless the regressors are really inde-

pendent. If anything I would put it more strongly than
you have."

6. From the way in which the matrix algebra of Mr. Holm's appendix

is written up it seems that he thinks that he has demonstrated two things:
first, that coefficients are not biased even when some of the excluded

variables are collinear with the ones that have been included; second, that

my argument is relevant only when the number of excluded variables is the

same as the number of included variables. Both these deductions are

demonstrably wrong.

7. As for the first, I have already given a simple proof in my paper.
In the context of that paper an expression for the error term should have

been included, but the fact that it was not does not affect the validity of

the proof in any way. The argument is equally applicable to stochastic and

non-stochastic models. A similar proof is furnished in texts dealing with

specification errors in regression models. Theil in his paper in the

Review of the International Institute of Statistics, Vol. 25, and Draper
and Smith, pied Regression Analysis, pages dT-] , furnish the proofs

with the error term. Professor Box's paper "The Use and Abuse of Regression,"
Technometrics, Vol. 8, No. h, states the argument without the error term.

Snedecor and Cochran's Statistical Methods, pages 394-398, discusses the

issue in a more intuitive way without using matrix notation.

8. Moreover, the argument is completely general and does not require
that the number of excluded variables be the same as the number of included

variables. Draper and Smith give a simple arithmetical example in which

the postulated model has a constant term and the first power of one

explanatory variable alone while the true model has two additional explana-

tory variables. They and also Snedecor and Cochran work out examples in

which the postulated model has a constant term and one explanatory variable

while the true model has one additional variable. The point can be readily

clarified by employing the matrix notation. For simplicity I will omit the

error term and shall indicate the dimensions of a vector or a matrix by

subscripts. Let us assume that the true model is

E(Yi) = Xij/ + Zikek (1)

where i = . . . . . t (the number of observations)

j =1. . . . n
k =1. . . . . m

and let us specifically postulate that j / k - that is, the number of

variables in the Z-matrix is not the same as the number of variables in the

X-matrix. Mr. Holm says that in this case my argument about a specifica-

tion - bias in the estimated coefficients (bj) is inadmissable. Let the

postulated model be
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E(Y ) = ga* (2)

Then the least squares estimates ofki are given by

E(bj) = (X'Xij)' 4E(Yj)

- (XXi)' X(Xi + Zikek)

(Xjix 1i)' xix 4 . + (xi. I XjiZikk

=j + (XjiXig)~ XjiZikE3k (3)

As will be clear from the subscripts the matrix resulting from

(XgiXlj- ) j

is (j x i). As Z is (i x k) the two are conformal and there is no reason

to assume that the number of excluded variables (1. . .. . mis the same

as the number of included variables (1. . . .

9. Mr. Holm says "I must confess I do not know what an optimal

estimator is." Perhaps Theil's allusion to a least squares estimator not

having "optimal Markov properties" unless the variance of the errors is

<r2 (Theil, p., cit., p. 42) will prove to be suggestive.

10. On the issue of the Thias-Carnoy study Mr. Holm insists that my

position on regression analysis reflects some "unrealistic ideals" of mine

in that it "requires the impossible, namely unlimited evidence." It is

very difficult to decide what is 'realistic' and what is not. In my

comments on the study I was only making a plea for something that would be

defensible. And the fact is that much of the text of the Thias-Carnoy study

and some of the things that are deduced from the results in it are not

defensible.

AShourie :lcm

cc: Members of the Editorial Committee
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FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL ~VELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK ' INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOC ON RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEL ENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: July 15, 1970

FROM: T. H. Silcock

SUBJECT: Meeting of the Editorial Committee

A meeting of the Editorial Committee will be held on July 28,
at 3:30 p.m., in Conference Room D-560.

A paper by Per Eklund on Taxation and Earmarking in Developing
Countries is circulated, and the views of members of the Committee
would be welcome, as one of the items of business will be the pre-
liminary consideration of this paper.

The editor wishes to raise a number of other items of business
and the agenda will be circulated shortly.

cc: Mr. Pryor
Mr. Hoffman



INTERNATIONAL DEVELO' 1T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOP INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRJCTION AND DEVELOPMENT , CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. H.G. van der Tak DATE: July 10, 1970

FROM: 1. Carnoy/H. Thias

SUBJECT: Kenya Case Stuy - Soma FArther Comments and ]planations

The comments on the technical aspects of the Kenya cost-benefit
study seem to result from a new awareness on the part of many in the
Economics Department of the Bank that empirical work should be scrutinized
carefully. In general, this ncw awareness can only serve to make Bank
studies mach better and Bank researchers more careful. However, the Kenya
study has been already rather careful on this score. The authors recognize
data difficulties where they arise, discuss alternative methods of making
projections, make alternative projections, admit the possibilities of mis-
specification where they might occur, and try to predict the direction of
biases in the results. For the most part, the results of the study are nou
subject to the common errors made in regression analysis. Our critics, in
responding to a general problem of empirical studies done at the Bank, have
overreacted to the results in the Kenya study. As we discuss below, their
comunts on the technical work are a mixture of quite reasonable objections,
statements which have no. foundation in fact, and criticisms which arise from
a careless misinterpretation of the data and statements in the text.

() Defense of regression estimates in Chanter 5: The regression estimates
of age-income profiles are made within levels of schooling. They are based
on cross-sechion data on individual wage-earners. In the econometric lite-
rature, an R of 0.4 is considered "very good", or even "excellent" for
cross-section analyses of this type. There is just so much random "noise"
in such cross-section data, that higher R2 's are difficult to achieve. In
nine out of eleven schooling levels, we achieve R2 s of 0.2 or above with
just four independent variables (Annex Table 5.3, 5.7, 5.8), and 0.3 or above
in five schooling levels.

Furthermore, by making schooling a parameter, we remove one of
the most important explainers of income variance among wage-earners in Kenya
(10 percent of the variance to be exact) when schooling alone is run. In
an earlier version of the manuscript we included a regression of earnings
on age, socio-economic background, etc., including schooling as a variable
instead of parameter). "Parametrizing" schcoling enables us to take account
of the interaction effect of schooling with age and particularly socio-
econoric class. Thus, we are looking at a greatly reduced set of income
variances when we look at income variation within schooling level. In Table
5.3, we relate income (earnngs) to one variabe age. As we would exoect
from all the ae-incoen profiles reported to date, the slope of income with
age increascs with additional schooling. Pecple with more schooling evi-
dently hav rmore opportunity to invest in theselves after they finish school
(Backer and hin1er articles in J, CV., 1952), supplemot). Age is there-
fore a rmch botter explainer of ernings variance at higher levels of school-
ing thn at lover. It is inyortt to note that the F values of the 1 year
and h years of schooling regresion estimts re significant at the 1 percent
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level of significance, and the regression coefficients for the early age
group (most important for our analysis -- see below) at the 5 percent level.

This means that the regressions as such are good and the esti-
mated parameters unbiased. The fact that the R2 for low levels of school-

ing is small means that the population variance due to random noise (some
of which we explain in Tables 5.3 and 5.5) is high, but not that the ex-

pected value should not be used to estimate age-earnings differentials.
It appears from the criticism that this point has not been fully under-

stood. Also, the low R 2 does not inply that the age-earnings profile we

have estimated for those with 1 year of schooling (R 2 of earnings regres-
sion = .01) is highly variable in absolute terms. It is crucially import-
ant to see that in the calculations of thrate of return we have compared
the absolute differences and these do not have such a high variance as sug-

gested by the R , especially at early ages in the earnings profile. The
mean earnings of those with 1 year of schooling in our sample is 321 Ksh
per month, the standard deviation of the mean 173, and the number of observ-

ations 1079. At a 95 percent confidence level the mean earnings of the group
with 1 year fall between 310 Ksh and 332 Ksh per month. For those with h years
of schooling, mean earnings equal 355 Ksh per month, and at a 95 percent

confidence level, they fall between 343 and 367 Ksh per month. Eventually,
by taking account of variables which depend on decisions made by the wage-

earner after he finishes school and involve choices of where to live, what

sector of the economy to work in, the size of firm he works in, etc., we
explain about 30 percent of the income variance at the lower levels of school-

ing. These choices may be linked to an ability or motivation factor; they

may involve sacrifice of non-pecuniary returns for pecuniary returns; or

include connections to others; or they may simply be reduced to luck -- being

at the right place at the right time.

If, in fact, we rely on the variance about the mean. to show that
our estimates are reasonably stable, why do we use regression analysis at
all? Conceivably we could have even divided male Africans not only into
schooling groups, but age groups as well, and calculated a mean within each
schooling/age group. For one thing, the regression estimates do exactly
that and, in addition, tell us whether the earnings figures estimated for

each age group within a schooling group are significantly different from
each other. Secondly, and more important, regression analysis allows us
to systematically account for socio-economic background and other effects
on earnings in a relatively small sample (as contrasted with a census which
can be divided into large numbers of cells). The regression estimates tell
us whether a particular variable has a significant effect on earnings at
that schooling level. "Ideally" we might want to divide the sample dovm
into socio-economic, age, and schooling categories, and to estimate mean
earnings in each of the sub-categories. We would have to test the signi-
ficance of each of those means against others.

From a policy point of view, the R2 of a regression estimate
has to be vieued in the context of its use. An educational planner or

even a "typical" individual has to make decisions on the basis of data
available to him, and variables that will ehave systematically in the
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future. We would expect that for those with high levels of schooling in
Kenya, a group which currently faces a well-organized, full-employment
labor market, we can find systematic variables which will explain a high
fraction of earnings variance even within level of schooling. At lower
levels of schooling we should be prepared to expect a large fraction of
income variance to be simply due to chance. Chance is defined as unpre-
dictable and uncorrelated with any of the included independent variables.
Perhaps what we view as chance is really motivation, but we may have no
measure of motivation which will correlate well with the unexplained varia-
tion in earnings. In either case, planners may be left with a low R2 of
regression estimate, but, as we have shown, a highly predictable mean earn-
ings by age within schooling level (the coefficients of the low age groups--
most important in the rate of return estimates because of their higher weight
in discounting -- are significant in all the regressions shown in annex in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3, except for one case). Furthermore, without doing very
detailed studies of students in school, or the components of the relation-
ship between family and child, or discrimination in the labor market, it may
not be possible for us to reduce the 3 percent error in the mean at the 1
and 4 years of schooling levels down to, say, 1 percent. That does not mean
that we shouldn't try to get more accurate estimates or even more careful
measurements of the variables we already have, but in defense of our present
estimates, we must say that for planning purposes they are very good in
comparison to other available guidance. At higher levels of schooling, of
course, we do even better. The variability in the mean income increases at
these levels, but a higher percentage of that variation is explainable by
variables we include in the regression.

To conclude, we note that a great deal of experience has been
gained by econometricians in cross-section analysis (see, for example, the
vast literature on estimating price and income elasticities from income-
expenditure surveys). Although it may appear at first glance that small
R2 s indicate "weak" economic results, experience and the argument discussed
above show that this causal interpretation is far from accurate. Our critics
do not seem to know that in cross section analysis, R 2 's greater than 0.2 are
regarded as fair; greater than 0.3 as good, and greater than 0.h as excellent;
an examination of the literature in this field will bear this out.

Perhaps all these points should be clarified in the text of the
study, and we are more than willing to include such a clarification in Chapter
5 of the present manuscript, where the age-earnings profiles are estimated.
However, we would like to stress once more that the techniques and its impli-
cations have been discussed elsewhere. We have referred to much of the rele-
vant literature in our paper. The technique is a good one and has enabled us
to make corrections on the rates of return which had not been made before. The
results are defensible in statistical, economic, and educational terms. An
attack on the technique of regression analysis regardless of the context in
which it is erloyed , shows a basic misundcrstanding of the whole concept of
regression analysis. Regression estiontes have often been used incorrectly
to "create" a theory, and have not been well used in statistical terms to



estimate the effect of observable phenomena. We contend that neither

of these criticisms does justice to the results of Chapter 5. We believe

that the literature in the economics of education, including the work of

outstanding econometricians such as Griliches, Hanoch and Bowles, bears

us out.

(ii) We agree with Mr. Shourie's point on Chapter 7. As he himself mentions,
the text goes out of its way to point out that the regression estimates are

not good enough to make policy conclusions. However, it appar ently was not

clear enough that we were trying to demonstrate a method, not to arrive at

policy-oriented results. Again, these are cross-section data, and the re-

sults are not nearly as poor as they are made out to be by our critics. The

results of equations 7.13-7.19 and equation 7.21 are very good as cross-

section estimates go. Ie make the point both in the text and here that

they should be interpreted and used with care. We can modify the text to

make the limitations of the estimates even more apparent to the reader.

(iii) There is little on which ve can agree with our critics regarding
Chapter 9. We do concede that the statement to which Mr. Shourie refers

(pp. 185-186) should be eliminated. It is no way crucial to the study,
nor is it, as he points out, adequately substantiated by the regression
estimates. The statement is not made to support the use of the equations
as an improvement on ordinary manpower analysis. That connection is a figment

of Mr. Shourie's imagination. In assuming higher elasticities for real GDP
and lower for real wages in our equations for employment of higher level

skills, we can refer to other literature besides our estimated equations.

fhe rest of the arguments about these equations are simply wrong.

The high R cannot be sumarily dismissed. To suggest that employment is
functionally dependent upon exports and imports, rather than upon GDP, is

freak economic theory. The correlation coefficient (r) of our independent
variables in equations (9.5) and (9.8) is high (about 0.8), but it should
be remembered that with 9 degrees of freedom r must be greater than or equal
to 0.65 to be significantly different from 0 at a 5 percent confidence level.
In any case, multicolinearity does not result in biased estimates of coef-
ficients as Mr. Shourie seems to think rather, it causes an increase in the
estimated variance. This does not appear to cause any problem in our case
since the t-values are high inspite of the slight multicollinarity that may
be present.

Including a simple linear time variable does riot improve the R2

of the regression estimates (9.5) and (9.8) as Mr. Shourie claims it would.
Neither are the coefficients of real wages and real sectoral GDP affected
by the inclusion of the time variable. They are "robust", in Mr. Shourie's
words. Given the logic of the specified equations end the high resulting
R 2 , there is no a priori evidence of misspecification. The ratio of value
added in non-agricultural sectors to total GDP might be a useful variable



in improving the equation; however, as Mr. Holsen would argue -- and
we believe somewhat correctly -- it is not easy to predict its future
behavior in a country like Kenya. The Development Plan (which we use
as the basis of our future GDP figures) does not discuss this ratio.
Besides, the fact that there are other variables available which might
move our R2 from 0.95 to 0.97 is not really Mr. Shourie's point. He is
saying that other variables exist that are highly correlated with real
GDP and with real wages. This alone, however, does not mean that the
model is misspecified, nor does it inply that the coefficients of the

variables used are biased. The price of beef in Nairobi (or, for that

matter, the number of elephants in the game parks) may be highly corre-

lated with real wages of Africans in industry and commerce. Does it
follow that not including either of them in our equation biases the co-
efficient of real wages with respect to employment? Besides producing
a significant coefficient and contributing appreciably to the R2 , the
variableds) introduced should also have the trifle(!) attribute of making
economic sense.

Mr. Shourie's last paragraph is certainly enigmatic. We can-

not understand why and how "some index of the marginal revenue product"

should be used as a deflator of nominal wages. We make further very clear

in the text and the tables that the employment, earnings (wages), and gross
domestic product figures correspond to the monetary sector only. Thus,
all the figures in the agricultural sector estimates refer to the total of
those in the monetary sector of agriculture only as indicated repeatedly
by the use of the term "commercial agriculture" (p. 180). Projections later
on in Chapter IX again emphasize this point. Mr. Shourie's assertion that
"...there is little in neoclassical economics that could justify our taking
data about number of persons employed in a sector that covered only a fraction
of the labor force in that sector" manages to combine a non-sensical use of
the term "labor force" with a gross misreading of our data (unless he wants
to make the trivial point that even a 99% coverage is fractional vis-a-vis
the 1001 ideal), which is surprising for a person as familiar with Kenyan
macroeconomic data as he is.. The wage figures refer to earnings per annum,
not wages per hour. If Mr. Shourie means that one should use man hours as
the dependent variable and the real wages per hour as the independent var-
iable, he is right. Why doesn't he find such data over time for any sector
in Kenya? Our earnings figures are not corrected for hours worked. per week
and number of weeks worked annually, but the data in Kenya simply do not
permit these adjustments. However, that is not enough to make our estimates
invalid or even unreasonable.

Coments on Mr. Holsen s memo and remarks at the editoria_ seminar

Mr. Holsen's written coments center on the -idea that the model
developed in Chapter IX is risspecified. Our analysis certainly does not
assume that the demand curve was stable during the 1957-1966 period. The
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real sectoral GDP is our shift term. As can be seen from the figures in
Annex Table 9.3, the settoral GDP in agriculture or industry and commerce
during 1960-1963 did reflect pre-independence fears and anxieties. By the
same token, real GDP in industry and commerce grew rapidly after indepen-
dence. Couldn't this variable be important in explaining the "turning
point" referred to in paragraph b of Mr. Holsen's memo? In fact, our
equations (9.5) and (.8) indicate that for Africans in these two sectors,
real sectoral GDP is a significant variable in explaining employment before
and after independence.

Mr. Shourie did not "rightly point out the identification
difficulties" since the model is well specified (from a single equation
standpoint), at least in equations (9.5) and (9.8). Ve doubt that higher
wages in agriculture are due to the shift in roles occupied by Africans,
since there was a decrease of only 0-3 thousand Europeans and Asians in
the period 1957-1966. There are over 200,000 Africans employed in the
monetary sector of agriculture. Similarly, in industry and commerce, there
was a net increase in the number of Europeans and Asians employed between
1957 and 1966. Surely, there has been Africanization, but its impact is
small against the total number of Africans employed in these two sectors.
In fact, in the equations for the government sector, we show that inde-
pendence is a very important variable in determining the number of employed
of all three groups, and that real GDP and real earnings are not adequate
explainers of employment. Since independence tends to be correlated with
real earnings, not real GDP, in the government sector (see equations 9.11-

9.13), Mr. Holsen is right about the effect on wages of the Africanization
program in the government sector. But what are we left with when we do use
the independence dumrry? African employment in the government sector increases
exponentially at a constant rate. Does Mr. Holsen want us to use that esti-
mate as a basis for projections? Isn't it much more likely that as the
economy moves away from the imediate post-independence period, it will
continue to exhibit employment trends in the non-government sectors which
are based on economic rationale?

The paradox mentioned on page 190 of the text referred to the
positive elasticity of substitution estimated in a completely different
model. That result could arise from a number of effects other than African-
ization. In fact it probably derives from quite the opposite of Africani-
zation -- big firms with more Europeans and Asians employed per worker than
small firms.

Mr. Holsen brought up two points in the seminar which should be
dealt with here, since we are not satisfied with the answers given at the
semnar.

1. Mr. Holsen's statement: In the Chapter 9 estimates, the
sectoral wage bill of Africans decreases as sectoral GDP increases. Our
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answer: The wage bill of Africans decreases in agriculture and remains
about the same in industry and commerce. The elasticity of real GDP is
0.67 in both sectors. If the new path of real earnings would b he same
as.durin theeriod 1957-1966, employment would decrease 0.5 percent for
every 10 percent rise in real GDP in monetary agriculture, and increase
1.1 percent for industry and commerce. Real earrings of Africans during
1957-1966 increased on the average by about 3 percent annually in agri-
culture and by 4 percent in industry. A ten percent rise in GDP over two
years thus means about a 6 percent rise in real wages in agriculture and a
8 percent rise in industry and commerce. The wage bill of Africans in
agriculture decreases by (-1.2(6) + .67(10), or -0.5 percent for a 10 per-
cent rise in GDP in agriculture. Similarly, employment in industry and
commerce rises by (-0.7(8) + 0.67(10) = 1.1 percent. The wage bill thus
increases 1.06 (.995) = 1.055, or 5.5 percent for each 10 percent increase
in agriculture GDP. Similarly, the wage bill in industry and commerce rises
by 1.08(1.011) = 1.092, or 9.2 percent for each 10 percent increase in
industry GDP. These results are consistent with economic development theory.

2. Mr. Holsen's concern with using a historical demand curve as the
basis for projections: We realize the pitfalls, but we still think our esti-
mates are reasonable proxies of what will happen between 1968 and 1974. At
least, none of the criticisms of Chapter 9 has convinced us that our esti-
mates are "a disastrous example of how technicians .... can provide poor
guidance for policy makers." In our work we are proposing a method of deal-
ing with manpower planning problems. The alternative to this method -
manpower projections -- is currently being used in Kenya and many other
developing countries with generally poor results. We show alternative
employment results assuming various alternative real earnings. We vary
our elasticities. We suggest in the text that the results not be taken in
the strict sense, but merely in the order of magnitude sense. Vhile we
agree with Mr. Holsen and others that the policy implications of the study
should not be pushed too far, we do not believe that our empirical work or
our Omethods used at some crucial points" do not "withstand careful exami-
nation." The results present6d in this study are much, much more accurate
and reliable than the educational planning data available to and relied upon
by planners in almost any developing country in the world. Depending on
the political preference function, they could be interpreted and used in
a number of ways (Mr. Silcock's point), but at least they are available to
the decision maker. M1any more studies would have to be done before our
approach could provide a "safe" method of generating policy guidelines.
We have provided a comprehensive and useful start, nevertheless. To judge
it exclusively by "absolute" theoretical standards of sorts rather than
against the background of present "best practice" in this field is not going
to help anybody, least of all education and manpower planners in search of
an improved approach to their problems.

MC/HH T -csm



INTERNAT IONCL DE V I ENT INTERNATIONAL PANK FOR INTERNATIONAL NANC
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENi CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial orrittee DATE: June 25, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: Cost-Benefit Alysis in Education: A Case Study of Kenya

I am attaching copies of memoranda I have received from John

Holsen and Arun Shourie on the above study.

SPlease/lo

cc: Messrs. Thias and Carnoy
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Stanley Please DATE: June 24), 1970

FROM: John A. Holscr

SUBJECT: EDITORIAL C0MITTEE -- More on the Kenya Case Study of Cost-Benefit

1. There appears to be wide agreement within the Editorial Cormiittee
on a number of points wibth regard to the subject study -- the desirability
of moderating the claims with regard to policy implications, of consider-
ing some of the Dproblems of statistical methods, of tightening up the pre-
sentation. I would like to stress my own very serious reservations about
Chapters IX and X (which are the core of the study as far as policy impli-
cations are concerned). I find this part of the study a disastrous example
of how technicians, applying what seem to be fairly sophisticated analyti-
cal tools, can provide poor guidance for policy makers.

2. My present concern centers on the demand curves for labor since
the conclusions depend so heavily upon this analysis. In the meeting
yesterday I emphasized the inappropriateness of using a historical demand
curve for educated workers as a basis for future projections of demand
when the society is raking a major effort to "change the parameters."
I have since taken another look at howr the demand curves used were de-
rived and I am more concerned than ever. Mr. Shourie rightly pointed out
the identification difficulties when one does not have a fully specified
model. A lot of work has been done on the conditions under which one can
estimate demand curves; it is ignored in the study at hand. The response
given at yesterday's meeting was simply that there is a lot of economic
theory that says the demand for labor should be related to real wages and
GDP.

3. I have strong doubts about whether these were the only important
influences during the period -- 1957 to 1966 - used to estimate the
demand curve for labor. The analysis necessarily assumes that the demand
curve for labor was stable during this period, i.e., that the data give
you points on the same demand curve. In reality it must have been shift-
ing rather drastically. The future was highly uncertain; Europeans were
leaving the country in large numbers. The sharpest drop in employment of
Africans in commerce and industry took place between 1960 and 1963 -- when
it fell from 151.1 to 121.8 thousand (19.4 percent). During these same
years the number of Europeans occupied in the sector fell from 12.3 to
10.2 thousend (17.1 percent). I am confident that these two events are
related! The situation in the agricultural sector is generally similar.
(When the statistical analysis suggested this possibility, the authors
dismissed it as a "paradox" to be explained away by the special nature of
the statistics used; see page 190. William of Occarp would have said,
I'm sure, look first at the nature of a colonial society and its transi-

tion to independence.)

4. I attach a sirile granh of cmployment and "real wages" in industry
and commerce. It shows how strong the correlation is between "real wages"
and employment prior to independence. DEt doesn't the trend in 1964-66
suggest that independcec was a turning point? I think both common sense
and the statistical evide-nce suggest a major change in the relationships
after independence.
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I have put "real wages" in quotes because the data simply are
not wage data. They are, according to the title of Annea Table 9.1
"average annual earnings." Emloycrs were under heavy pressure to
"Africanize" their staffs during this period. There must have been amuch larger number of Africans in relatively well paying jobs in 1966than there were in 1957. One can t ussume that wage rates were pro-
portional to the average salaries of all Africans eiployed in a parti-cular sector. I suspect that what is presented as a rapid increase
in real wages is in large part the result of a shift in the roles occu-
pied by Africans.

6. One could go on at considerable length on these and other pointsbut time does not permit it. I suspect that the authors felt thems-elvesunder pressure to come up with some conclusions about the future demandfor educated labor and consequently found themselves making whateverassumptions were necessary to do the job. To the person who does notunderstand and carefully go through the analysis, the results may lookvery "scientific" and therefore be convincing. From my sample review ofthe study -- and this is all I have really done - I dontt think themethods used at some crucial points withstand very careful examninaGion.
I an very much worried about the poor use of quantitative techniques in Bankeconomic work. I have no doubt that there is a great d.mand both in and
outside tho Bank for more sophisticated analysis directed toward practicalproblems. I agree fully that we should try to produce it. But our bosseswill often not be able to judge its usefulness for reasons of timne, tem-perament or training. It is therefore necessary that we technicians bevery careful about what we do. I really think the last part of the pacer

pp. 177 on -- should be rewritten as a case study of the difficulti esand limitations of this kind of approach; its audience should be othertechnicians more than educators and policy makers.

c.c.: Messrs. Thias
Shourie
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Mr. Stanley Please DATE: June 24, 1970

FROM: Arun Shourie

SUBJECT: Comments on "Cost-Benefit Analysisin Education: A Case Study of Kenya"

I would like to elaborate on some of the points I made at
yesterday' s seminar on the Thias-Carnoy study.

I. Introduction

In quantifying costs and benefits of outlays on education one can
adopt one of or some combination of many approaches. One may, for example,
follow the early work of Becker, Schultz, et al, and derive point estimates
of income streams and other magnitudes from samples of persons with differ-
ent educational backgrounds or attainments. One may go a step further and
seek to adjust these estimates by some notional Ishadow prices to take
account, for example, of unemployment. If one is fortunate enough to have
the data and the skill one may derive these shadow prices from a linear
programming model. Yet another approach to isolating and quantifying these
costs and benefits is through multiple regression analysis.

Thias and Carnoy rely on the last mentioned approach. Their
quest is in principle a very legitimate one for under certain circumstances
multiple regression analysis can indeed help us isolate and quantify the
relationships between a dependent variable and a number of explanatory
variables.

The principal outcome of the study - though the authors do not
make this clear - is that in this particular case multiple regression
analysis was of little help because of an inadequate data base, incom-
pletely specified equations and some - perhaps unavoidable - collinearities
among variables. Although this is a negative result, it is an interesting
and useful one. Sometimes we should publish our failures so that they may
forewarn others who may be using techniques similar to the ones we used for
problems that are similar to the one we tackled. The Thias-Carnoy stady is
such a case: it should be published as an instance of the limitations of a
particular approach.

A corollary of this is that the text should be drastically revised
before it is published. In its present form the text conveys the impression
that multiple regression has in fact helped a great deal and that it is the
appropriate technique for quantifying costs and benefits of education. In
his oral presentation Mr. Carnoy said that various authorities in the eco-
nomics of education rgarded the study as an important advance in methodology.
It would be unfort1iate if th Bank associates itself with this view. For
in fact the study demonstrates cuite the opposite.
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II. Some Substantive Comments

Apart from tabulating a good deal of information and a general
discussion of cost-benefit analysis and education the study attemnpts three
things. First, it attempts to adjust the income profiles so as to remove
the effects of factors other than education; second, it attempts to quantify
the returns to outlays on education; and third, it attempts some projections
of employment so as to compare them with the likely output of the education
system. For each of these three objectives the study relies almost entirely
on a host of regression equations.

(i) In adjusting the income profiles the criterion by which one
should assess the regressions is the extent to which the total variance in
the dependent variable has been accounted for by the equations. Annex
Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 and the equations in the text have coefficients of
determination from 0.01 to 0.78. The frequency distribution of the equations
in Annex Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 is as follows:

1. Coefficient of -0.0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 :0.5 0.6 20.7 ,0.8 20.9
determination -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 '0.5 -0.6 <0.7 e0.8 -0.9 'l.0

2. Number of
equations 3 6 7 3 2 3 0 1 0 0

This is not an impressive array by even the most generous
standards.

(ii) For quantifying the returns to education outlays one is
interested not only in the overall explanatory power of the equations but
also in the significance of individual coefficients. I have pointed out
in another context that the study uses the coefficients to make statements
that imply that if one, for example, raised teachers' salaries by £1 the
average examination scores would increase by 0.09 points (para. 31, page 149).
Now it turns out that a very large proportion of the coefficients are not
significantly different from zero and that, as the text acknowledges, the
equations are incompletely specified. Moreover, the coefficients are not
robust: they vary a great deal with the specification of the equation.
Consider, for example, the equations on pages l5h-155 explaining average
examination performance for each school: the coefficient linking average
examination nerformance to number of students in Forms I-IV varies from
0.1012 to 0.058h, that linking it to expenditure per CSC student varies from
+0.oll4 to -0.ol , that linking it to percent boarders in Forms I to IV
varies between 0.1117 to 0.0735. All this would indicate that the study
should not take the coefficients as seriously as it does.

(iii) In Chapter IX - the one dealing with the future demand for
educated labor - Thias and Carnoy wanted to project future demand in a way
that would be different from the more conventional manpower approach. This
latter approach - cs Mr. Carnoy explained yesterday - does not take account
of likely effects of changes in real wages. Thias and Carnoy assume that
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they have now furnished us with a more comprehensive approach to manpower
projections by introducing a real wage term in their regression equations.
Their eqations in Chapter IX take the general form

log N = a + b log W/P + c log Y

where N is employment, W is wage, P is the Nairobi cost of living index and
Y is GDP. Mr. Carnoy commended these equations on three grounds: first,
that they provide a more flexible approach to manpower projections as they
incorporate changes in real wages; second, that they are based on the "well-
known neoclassical hypothesis that links employment to real wages and out-
put" and, third, because the R2 are very impressive. The text mentions an
additional reason: "The regression results are consistent with two hypoth-
eses, concerning the relative wage and price elasticities of skilled and
unskilled labor, which we have occasion to refer to when estimating elas-
ticities for the projections in Sections 4 and 5 of this chapter. The first
hypothesis is that unskilled labor is more easily substitutable with other
inputs than is skilled labor, i.e., that unskilled labor is more price-
elastic than skilled labor (equations (9.5) and (9.8)). The second is that
employment of more skilled labor is less sensitive to wage changes and more
sensitive to GDP changes than less skilled labor (equation (9.6))." (pages
185-186)

The point about the high R2 can be summarily dismissed: the R
would have been equally high if we had related employment to, say, exports,
imports, a simple time variable and any of a host of other variables.
Mr. Carnoy said that it would have been quite reasonable to include some of
these other variables (e.g., the ratio of value added in non-agricultural
sectors to total GDP as a variable explaining employment in the agricultural
sector) in the equations and that they were not included because they were
collinear with the variables that already figure in the equations. This
precisely is the least defensible reason for leaving out an explanatory
variable, if one is interested in individual coefficients as the authors in
their quest for a more flexible model are. Some elementary algebra will
show that the coefficients are biased when we leave out some explanatory
variables because they are collinear with the ones that have been included.

Similarly, the point about "the we ll-kcnown neoclassical hypoth-
esis" is a bit rhetorical. As sectors like agriculture, Government, etc.
do not operate in a perfectly competitive environment one can reasonably
argue that variables other than 'real wagest and value added should be
introduced into an equation explaining employment in individual sectors.
For example, one could argue that what happens in sectors other than agri-
culture in regard to real wages and output affects the numbers employed in
agriculture and that some variables should be introduced to take account of
such intersectoral influences. Moreover, even if one took "the neoclassical
hypothesis" about equating real wages and the marginal revenue product
(a la Meade) at face value one would want to use a variable that compared
money wages to some index of the marginal revenue product in each sector
rather than just Nairobi's cost of living index. Finally, there is little
in neoclassical economics that would justify our taking data about number
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of persons employed in a sector that covered only a fraction of the labor
force in that sector and which had not been adjusted in any way to take
account of number of days worked, and relating this data to the value added
in that sector as a whole. This procedure would require some fairly extreme
assumptions about the three-fourths of the labor force that are not covered
by the data and about the extent to which the data on numbers employed
reflected the intensity of employment.

The points about providing a more flexible model for manpower
projections and of the equations substantiating some hypotheses about
skilled and unskilled labor would have deserved more attention but for two
facts. First, seven of the twelve coefficients linking employment to real
wages are not significantly different from zero; for three of the remaining
five the coefficients are significantly different from zero but the standard
errors of the coefficients are one-third to one-fourth of the coefficients
so that the latter are not precise enough to be useful for policy purposes.
Second, the deduction about the equations supporting the hypotheses is un-
warranted. Presumably the authors think that the equations support their
hypothesis that the demand for skilled labor is more elastic with resoect
to changes in GDP than for unskilled labor because the elasticity for
African labor with respect to GD? in equation 9.5 is 0.6724 and for Asian
labor it is 1.6712. But a comparison of equations 9.6 and 9.7 and of 9.8,
9.9 and 9.10 will show that the results are not at all clear cut. In fact,
from equations 9.8 and 9.9 one could argue that the demand for skilled
labor is less elastic with respect to GD? than for unskilled labor and from
equations9. and 9.10 that there is no significant difference in the elas-
ticities for the two types of labor.

III

One can go on in this refrain to deal with other parts of the
study. That would perhaps not serve much purpose. The examples in
section II will illustrate the general point that the authors set out to
see if regression analysis would help them in the three objectives I out-
lined above and that in fact it did not. The study should, therefore,
reflect this outcome. And it cannot reflect this important outcome by just
a few ritualistic disclaimers. The study has to be rewritten from a point
of view altogether different from the one of the present draft.

AS:lcm

cc: Mr. P.D. Henderson
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 29, 1970

FROM: Judy Maguire

SUBJECT: Editorial Committee Meeting

A meeting of the Editorial Committee was held on June 23, at
3:30 p.m. Present were Mr. Please (Chairman), Mr. Silcock (Editor),
Mr. Henderson, Mr. Holsen, Mr. van der Tak, Miss Zafiriou, and
Miss Maguire (Secretary).

The meeting was held in order to discuss the publication of the
Thias/Carnoy paper "Cost-Benefit Analysis in Education: A Case Study
on Kenya", as a World Bank Staff Occasional Paper. The committee
meeting was preceded by a seminar conducted by the authors --
Hans Thias and Martin Carnoy -- which was attended by a number of
other interested staff members.

The discussion of the paper made it quite clear that a number of
staff members had very serious reservations as to the suitability of
the paper for publication. The most serious objection, perhaps,
centered on the validity of the statistical methods employed. It was
felt by some that the analysis is used to support conclusions which
are not justified by the data available. Special concern was voiced
with respect to that section of the paper dealing with projections
for the future. Another source of concern surrounded the policy
implications inherent in the text. It is felt by some that a wider
circulation of these might hamper a fair consideration by the Bank of
cost-benefit methods applied to education.

In spite of the substantial objections, however, it was felt
that several factors warranted publication of the paper. It was agreed
that the subject is one which would be of interest to a wide range of
readers. Also it was noted that this paper represents one of the best
attempts to apply cost-benefit analysis comprehensively to education,
and it is the most detailed and sophisticated study which has been
attempted thus far. As such it is worthy of attention and would be
an addition to current literature. Finally, the paper represents a
considerable amount of research and study on the part of the authors,
and much of the analysis and the data seemed to the committee deserving
of wider circulation. Thus, in sum, it was felt that the paper's
defects should not be allowed to obscure its inherent worth.

It was suggested that a number of changes would have to be made
in the paper before it could be recommended to the Publications Com-
mittee. Specifically, it was felt that:

1) The paper was much too long and difficult to read. Certain
chapters and sections were specifically mentioned as being
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extraneous to the central presentation. Much of the
technical material could likewise be cut and the findings
summarized or included in annexes.

2) The assumptions and limitations inherent in the method
would have to be more clearly spelled out. Also it seemed
that the claims made on the basis of the calculations
were excessive and should be modified.

3) The policy implications of the analysis would have to be
considerably toned down.

The decision of the committee was that the paper should be recom-
mended for publication, provided that the authors were willing to make
substantial changes in content and style along the lines specified
above and to the satisfaction of the Committee. It was agreed that
the Editor and Mr. van der Tak would convey the decision to Mr. Thias
and Mr. Carnoy.

cc: Members of the Editorial Committee
Mr. Pryor, Mr. Hoffman
Mr. Kamarck, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Lowther (for info)
Mr. Friedman
Division Chiefs
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: June 23, 1970

FROM: Judy Maguire

SUBJECT: Cost-Benefit Analysis in Education: A Case Sta

Mr. Baldwin was unable to be present for the Editorial Committee

meeting on the Thias paper and asked Professor Silcock to convey his

sentiments to the committee.

He feels that the paper is an interesting and impressive piece of

work, and that it definitely ought to be published. He feels, however,
that we would have to include in the preface more than the usual pro

forma disclaimer. We would have to be extremely careful in the

presentation of the material. The fact should be stressed that the

paper's utility is as an experiment in the use of this method for providing

a base for educational programming. Tt should not be represented as a

suggested Bank tool for operational programming.

Mr. Baldwin added that he felt that the statistics ought to be

looked at by someone familiar with the approach. If the limitations
of the analysis were simply due to the limitations inherent in regression
analysis, this point could also be handled by including a warning in
the preface.

Tn effect, Mr. 3aldwin feels thAt the paper represents tie first
substantial major effort to apply cost-benefit analysis to the problems
of education at the country level. It would, in his view, be an excellent
point of reference for those who might be interested in the field, and
could also serve to stimulate new interest in a vitally important subject.

He feels we are unlikely to see as good a study in the near future, and
as such it most definitely deserves to be published.

cc: Mr. Pryor
Mr. Hof fm'
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: June 23, 1970

FROM: T. H. Silcock

SUBJECT: Meeting

An Editorial Committee meeting has been called for today, at

3:30 p.m., in Conference Room D-556, to discuss "Cost-enefit Analysis
in Education -- A Case Study on Kenya" by Hans ThiasA4artin Carnoy.

My comments on the possible inclusion of this paper in the

Occasional Papers series are enclosed.

cc: Mr. Pryor
Mr. Hoffman

Mr. Thias
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Paper on (ost-Benefit Analysis in Educati.on: A Case Study on Kenya
byH.7. Tias an~d Martin Carnoy Publication as an Occasional Paper

This is a study using sophisticated techniques and involving

a considerable amount of research. It is presented primarily as a contri-

bution to the general problem of analyzing education projects; Kenya is

simply used as a case study. We must, therefore, assess it by strict

standards as a contribution by the Bank to the literature of this subject

and not judge it simply as a contribution to the study of Kenya's educational

system. It is highly desirable that the relative merits of cost-benefit

analysis and manpower projections in the assessment of education should

be studied and their respective strengths and weaknesses discussed. If

we are to publish the study, we must be sure that it really contributes

to this discussion.

One of the important problems in this discussion is that there

are large areas of educational policy in which mathematical--or even

objective--techniques cannot be used. Education deeply affects both the

transmission and the modification of a society's whole culture. It in-

fluences the selection of leaders and the relation between them and the

led, the system of values and the structure of communication. It can

generate both equality and mobility. We can hardly imagine any group of men

who would not feel deeply about such matters, and judge them in relation to

their own most profound convictions about the meaning of life and society.

It is not possible to consider education as a whole without being

involved in these problems. A part of the whole argument--among those who

are interested in using objective techniques--is whether we should spend
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effort on trying to reach fairly broad consensus, treating a fairly large

part of education in terms of mainly quantifiable goals such as cooperating

with the more intelligent members of any government in power, subject to the

condition of persuading them, where we can, to promote more development, or

maximizing the rate of growth of GNP per head within the limits of what is

politically possible from time to time -- or whether we should try to secure

more rigor, within a very limited field, by trying to restrict the analysis,

and seek areas in which relatively value-free criteria can be useful.

It is perhaps too much to hope that supporters of manpower

projections should not, in some degree, base their arguments on respect

for national sovereignty, and supporters of cost-benefit analysis on

respect for the market. However, the fact must be faced that neither side

is going to be able to achieve completely value-free consensus over the

whole of educational policy.

I should perhaps express a personal preference for confining any

mathematical analysis to areas where terms can be rather rigidly defined

and a good deal of rigor achieved. Although long chains of verbal reasoning

are often clumsy, they seem to me to give better defenses against the hidden

assumption and the false analogy. This may be because to me, mathematical

methods are difficult. However, I would not wish to push this preference

to the point of condemning any attempt at rather wide coverage by mathematical

techniques. I would, however, insist that any such attempt should define

any assumptions and explain the significance of any analogies as clearly

as possible.



I oppose publication of this study partly because it wculd

put the Bank in an unhelpful position on the manpower-projection cost-

benefit controversy, and partly because it fails to specify its assumptions

about educational values and institutional implications, and thereby

contributes to an excessive reliance on mathematical techniques as such.

This paper is admittedly highly sophisticated, and it covers

a great deal of ground. How good is it? What is the quality of its

presentation, its economics and its statistics?

Presentation

I found the paper extremely dull to read. This does not seem to

be merely an editorial problem. It arises from the wide variety of issues

discussed and the lack of any effective coordination of them. The claims

of success in the introduction are also irritating and tend to make the

reader even more critical than he would otherwise be about the assumptions

that are so freely made and often rather inadequately justified. It is

also surprising that writers who must have taken a considerable number of

examinations should write as if one could wholly ignore the effects of

examinations on the behavior of both teachers and pupils, and regard them

as if they were not part of the educational process but merely combined

tests of student ability and teaching efficiency. It is also almost in-

credible that a study of a whole education system should never once mention

the educational pyramid and the effects of selection on quality at higher

stages: what advantages and disadvantages accrue from having a larger field

from which to select. Many other questions nag at the mind of any reader who

is interested in education.
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The study appears to riss one of the main points ofDr. lg

analysis in his paper for the Bank entitled "Cost-Benefit Approach to

Fducational Planning in De veloping Countries" I D-r. l paper,

manpower projections were treated as more suitable when actor proportions

in the economy were relatively rigd ad ost-benefit analysis they

were fleyilc. Dr. Blaug makes a lot of use of shadow prices and treats

the pattern of education as something very flexible. >He is also concerned

to emphasize the rationality of the educational decjsions of arents in

less developed countries. The present study is clearly reluctant to use

shadow prices, treats the projections of changes in salary levels largely

for psychological ' t- calling them "unrealistic" a stresses the ir-

rationality of cen;an parents in desiring various types of education for

their children. The emphasis of the whole analysis is different and it

fails to bring out the special advantages Of a cost-benefit approach.

In the present study, differences in income levels derived from

monopoly positions are treated as accepted indications of differences in

welfare merely on the ground that trade union structure or civil service

structure can be treated as a permanent part of the society. These distor-

tions, however, result in a lower welfare optimum than could be achieved if

they were removed, and it is at least desirable to make allowance for this

by shadow prices. In distinguishing between private cost and social cost,

the present study does not attempt to distinguish between income foregone

in the former and marginal product foregone in the latter. One of the chief

purposes of cost-benefit analysis is to enable us to take account of the

effect of education in changing relative earnings. and a study which uses it,

in effect, as a substitute for a manpower study is not really contributing

very much to the debate.
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Statistics

I have considerable reservations here about the use of the sample.

Again, I think the problem arises from trying to cover too wide a field at

once. The usefulness of a stratified sample is that one can make deliberate

mathematical corrections for using larger proportional representation in the

classes which are smaller in the original universe and thereby derive more

significant results from a given number of observations. If one were dealing

with a relatively small number of issues, it would have been possible with

some h,000 observations to derive more adequate information about the non-

African pupils, about female education and about various other groups on

which the information is a little too inadequate. I doubt, however, that it

would have been practicable to deal with all the questions which are covered

in this study except by using a proportional sample.

I believe that there are also instances here in which a random

distribution is assumed where this is rather questionable, and I have great

doubts about the possibilities of correcting for socio/economic factors by

the kind of dummy variables that are used here. In view of the human importance

of the recommendations the theoretical implications should at least be spelled

out more than they are here.

Form of the Controversy

My main hesitation is that the whole form of the work gives the

impression that a cost-benefit approach and a manpower-needs approach are all

or nothing alternatives- in the appraisal of education. This is very different

from the original Blaug approach which showed the two types of analysis as

complementary. Though I personally would be reluctant to apply cost-benefit

analysis to a whole educational system -- because I think it would imply

making welfare postulates that would not command consensus if they were stated
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explicitly, and are liable to mislead if wrapped up in definitions for a

quantitative argument -- I would, nevertheless be quite prepared to publish

a mathematical study in this area if it gave a lot of attention to the

implications of variations of prices and thereby gave fair treatment to the

cost-benefit approach.

In this study, it is shown that expansion of secondary education at

the present level will lead to unemployment and a lower level of earnings for

people with such an education. In the original Blaug study, it is pointed

out that from the earliest colonial times recommendations for vocational

secondary education adapted to the so-called economic needs have always failed

because the actual salary structure made the choice of academic secondary

education a rational one. In Kenya, unemployment at the secondary level could

be expected to lower the earnings of those with nothing more than a secondary

education and thereby make possible more vocational education. This may not

be the most rational way of proceeding but it plainly shows up the fact that

expansion of academic secondary educatir can have indirect effects through the

price level. The present study, however, uses cost-benefit analysis merely to

show that the expansion of secondary education is irrational. It is an example

of misplaced sophist ication which leads to a general assumption that cost-

benefit analysis is mainly a tool for economizing on the total amount of

education instead of for distributing educational funds more effectively.

Audience

je must also consider the prospective audience for such a study.

I am inclined to think it is too heavy and difficult to have much impact

on educationists. It may appeal to economists in general, but with them it

will tend to put the Bank in a position of treating income simply as a price

in the manner of the more extreme members of the Chicago school, and this



will tend to emphasize an irrelevant issue in the consideration of the

manpower and cost-benefit methods of analysis. The people who would

be likely to be most interested would be specialists on cost-benefit

analysis. The study undeniably uses elaborate techniques and attempts

to deal with a number of the criticisms raised against this method. My

hesitation about producing it as an occasional paper, primarily for this

group, is that if cost-benefit analysis is to be extended to large sectors

of an economy, it is particularly important that the macro-economic problems

and the welfare problems should be tackled effectively and not simply

assumed away. It is in this sphere that the theoretical analysis seems

weak, and hence I have considerable doubt about publishing the p2per even

for this limited audience.

On balance, therefore, I must recommend rather strongly against

publication of this paper. I have great respect for the authors'

virtuosity and for the immense industry displayed in preparing the paper,

but I do not think it is suitable to be published as one of our occasional

papers.



To attend Editorial Committee Meeting on Tuesday, June 23 at 3:30 p.m.

in Room D-560

D-4,00 Stanley Please, Chairman x 4081

D-534 T.H. Silcock, Editor x 2482

C-307 George B. Baldwin x 2635

D-450 3ela Balassa x 2781

G-1038 Barend A. de Vries x 3625

D-441 P.D. Henderson x 3435

A -r John A. Holsen x _90___

A-210 Benjamin B. King x 4482

C-305 Samuel Lipkowitz x 26__

D-545 Herman G. van der Tak x 2141

D-536 Rena Zafiriou x 1481

D-1123 Michael L. Hoffman x 2173

D-921 Donald J. Pryer- x 2530

Mr. Thias x 4555 D-504 '

to discuss: Cost-Benefit Analysis in Education: A Case Study
on Kenya" (distributed to committee members Jan 15, 1970)



INTERNATIONAL DEVELr"MENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck DATE: April 3, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: The Economic' Benefit of Road Transport Projects -- van der Tak/Ray

1. I am attaching a memorandum from Messrs. van der Tak and Ray
which gives their reactions to Professor Vickrey's comments on the
above paper and also indicates the amendments which they intend to make
to the paper to meet his comments. It seems to me this should give
the necessary assurance to Publications Committee that the authors are
acting upon the report of the external reader.

2. I have received no comments from other members of the Editorial
Committee since my memorandum of 23 March 1970.

SPlease/lo

cc with attachment: Members of the Editorial Committee
Mr. Ray



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVE' 1ENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION | RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Stanley Please DATE: April 1, 1970

FROM: H. G. van der T5: id A. Ray

SUBJECT: professor Vickrey's comments on The Economics of Road Transport Projects

1. We have read Professor Vickrey's comments on our paper with considerable

interest. We feel that we can satisfactorily meet the points he has made

without making substantial revisions.

2. The main point of Professor Vickrey is that the simple framework in

terms of wnich the principles of our analysis have been discussed will

mislead some readers into thinking that the simple framework is descriptive

of reality. We feel that we can easily warn the readers as to the realism

of our assumptions in the appropriate cases.

3. The second point which Hr. Vickrey is making is that we should give
much more eiphasis and space to the analysis of imerfectly competitive markets.

We agree that chapter 6 of our paper is too brief. in propose to expand
it to include the major cases of market imperfections. We feel that such

an expansion will fully meet the suggestions of Professor Vickrey as well as

dispel the notion that we regard reality as very simple.

4. The third point of Professor Vickrey relates to the treatment of tan

revenue. We shall try briefly to deal with this point, but we feel that a full

discussion of how to treat changes in tax revenues in the context of project
evaluation would take us too far afield. The subject will perhaps be worthy
of a separate paper.

HGvanderT ak/ARay: jAn



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT j INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENTI CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: March 23, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: The Economics of Road Transport Projects - van der Tak/Ray

1. In the absence of any suggestions to the contrary from Committee
members, I propose to recommend to Mr. Kamarck that he propose the above
study to Publications Committee for publication as an Occasional Paper.
The Committee has concluded on two occasions in the past that "the subject
matter was important, the approach justified and that the substance of the
paper warranted publication." It has been felt, however, firstly that
significant changes in the exposition were required before a recommendation
to publish could be made and secondly that the opinion of an outside reader
was required.

2. On the first of these reservations I stated in my memorandum to
Committee members of August 1I, 1969 (copy attached) that I considered the
authors had responded very fully to the points of both detail and of general
presentation which had been raised. Since then a further and more polished
version of the paper has been produced (copy attached).

3. Professor Vickrey was asked to comment upon the paper for the
Committee and you have already received copies of his letter under Hugh
Latimer Is memorandum of January 15, 1970. His comments are very unfavorable
and conclude with the statement: "I hope it is not too late to make substantial
revisions in this paper before it is published." This is a judgment to be
respected. However, it does not seem to me that the content of his criticis'ms
justifies either rejecting the paper for publication or for delaying even
further a recommendation to Publiications Committee. His major reservations
are with the realism of the assumptions and, as a consequence, with the
dangers of misinterpretation and mis-use of the conclusions. I stated
before the paper was sent to Professor Vickrey that the weight of opinion
of the Committee and of the Bank's Transportation Projects Dopaxtment was
so strongly in favour of publication that I would only consider refusing a
recommendation to publish if Professor Vickrey stated categorically that,
the paper should not be published and gave overwhelming reasons in support
of such a statement. It seems to me that neither of these conditions has
been met. What I propose, therefore, is that we should recommend the paper
for publication and at the same time recomond to the authors that they
study Professor Vickrey's criticisms and determine to what extent his points
can be met at the editing stage.

SPlease/lo

cc: Messrs. Hoffman and Pryor
Kamarck and Stevenson



Fonm N.57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELO _NT INTERNATIONAL DANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION | RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOEMEN CORPORAT ION

OFFIC MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hugh Latimer DATE: August lb, 1969

FROM: dtanley Please,-

SUBJECT: The Economic Benefits of Road Transport Projects -- van der Tak/Ray

1. I have.read a revised version of the above paper. The revisions
have been undertaken in response to the Editorial Committee's decision
that the paper should not be recommended to the Publications Committee
for permission to publish. This decision, as you know, was based on the
Committee's vieu that the presentation of the analysis required to be much
clearer and much more comprehensible to the reader, that the narrative
should keep the reader more in touch with the economics of the problems
examined, that the notation be clarified and that a check be made to correct
all errors which had crept into the analysis.

2. I consider that the authors have responded very fully to the
points raised by the Committee. The paper is certainly much more readable
in general; it gets into the substance much more quickly than earlier
versions which had had a long and int always entirely relevant introduction;
it explains as it goes along the way in which the netting out of consumer
and producer surpluses is undertaken, and it provida swuearies of the
argument as it goes along. The notation also appears to havc been made
consistent throughout. In general it seems to me thot the paper in now
in a form that ;ll make it more acceptable to the Editorial Comsitte.c
At the siae time I think there ar e still c-rtain prom ems with it which
should be attended to by the authors before- it is ciuae to the Cownittee.
FOr instance, the paper's mjor message has been lost. This message was to
the effect that the economic benefits of road projects are accurately measured
by the area under the doand curve for transport betueen the regions and
thus double-counting will arise if, f or instance, the benefits to the ulti-
mate consumers are added in. In addition I still find some of the dia"rammatic
representations of the analysis less easy to follow than should be possible.
This is aggravated by at least one error I found in the delincation of a
geometric aroe, which then makes one vorry lest other parts of the analysis,
where one was less alert or less detailed in one's reading, might also con-
tain errors. I think the Committee's point regarding the necd to chock the
work thoroughly for errors still stnds.

3. I have spoken to Horman about these matters and am also sending
him my annotated copy of the revised draft. I understand from him that he
intends to produce a more polished version of the paper. I would sugest
we then distribute this to the Editorial Committee. At the same time I
would also wish to have the paper read by an outside reader so that we
can ensure that our standards of publication can be defended from the charge
of being those of an "inward Ioking" rather than an "outward looking"'
organization.

SPL P1SE/l o

cc: Editorial Committee Members
Mr. Kamarck



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM March 24, 1970

TO: Members of the Editorial Committee and
Members of the Publications Committee

FROM: Andrew M. Kamarck

SUBJECT: Bela Balassa's Book on "Structure of
Protection in Developing Countries"

Mr. Balassa's draft of the book has been reviewed

by Professor Tibor Scitovsky of Yale University, as an
outside reader, and by a review group of Bank, IFC and

IDB staff members.

A copy of the Note on Points made at the Review

Group Meeting and a copy of Professor Scitovsky's Report
are attached for your information.

Mr. Balassa is now preparing the final version of

the book, to be completed by June, 1970. We would appre-

ciate receiving suggestions for improvement by April 30.

I plan to raise the matter of joint publication

with the Inter-American Development Bank at the next
meeting of the Publications Committee.

Attachments

cc: Those present at the
Review Group Meeting;

Mr. Stevenson.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONST!JCTION AND0 DEVELOPMENT

OFFIGE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Andrew H. Kamarck March 12, 1970

FROM: Jack L. Lowther

SUBJECT: Note on points made at the meeting held to review the draft of the
"Structure of Protection in Developing Countries", by Bela Balassa

General:

1. On February 27, 1970, the following people met to discuss
Mr. Balassa's draft book "Structure of Protection in Developing
Countries":

From the Bank: Mr. Kamarck (Chairman), Messrs.
Balassa, Lerdau, van der Tak,
Kalmanoff, King, Lowther (Recorder).

From IFC: Mr. Qureshi.

From IDB: Messrs. de Beers, Gonzales.

From Yale University: Professor Tibor Scitovsky, who
had been asked to review the
study for the Bank.

2. Discussions of the meeting concentrated on problems of
improving the presentation so the published version would serve the
needs of non-specialists, i.e., policy-makers and practitioners in
international institutions and LDC's. Professor Scitovsky has sub-
mitted a written report containing the main recommendation discussed
by the group. A copy is attached. The following detailed summary
should be read in connection with Professor Scitovsky's report:

Chapters 1 and 2

3. Since the book was to be addressed to the non-specialist,
chapters one and two should be simpler and more explanatory. The
technical and methodological background should be placed in an appen-
dix. In this connection, the following points were made:

(a) The order of presentation should be reversed -- the
arithmetic relationships should be followed by an
explanation of their meaning in economic terms.

(b) The reasons for using two sets of input-output co-
efficients in calculations should be better explained.
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Mr. Andrew M..Kamarck March 12, 1970

(c) There is a need for further explanation of the
Corden and Balassa methods, showing why both were
used.

(d) There is no need to argue the relative merits of
the Bruno and Balassa methods.

Chapter 3

4. There was some question about the need for Chapter Three.
After discussion, it was decided Chapter Three was necessary to
provide basic numerical information on the countries as background
for later discussions.

Chapter 4

5. Chapter Four was considered OK as is.

Chapter 5

6. Two points were raised about Chapter Five. One concerned
"organization" and the other "content". Regarding organization, the
group felt that the information in Chapter Five could be better pre-
sented in two sections -- evaluation and recommendations. Some felt
that the evaluation section could be included in Chapter Four. Re-
garding content, discussion centered on the fact that the costs of
protection appeared to be highlighted at the expense of the benefits.
Mr. Balassa pointed out that, though some protection is needed in
starting new industries, there is a question about how much and for
how long. The research had shown that there was usually too much for
too long. This may have given the chapter its slant against protec-
tion. It was agreed that this bias could be changed with some clear
indications of the value of prudently applied protection.

Proposals for Change

7. At the conclusion of discussions on the first five chapters,
Mr. Balassa indicated he intended to make the following changes:

(a) Chapters One and Two would be combined and re-written
to more fully explain in simple terms the economic
principles involved. The technical and methodological
explanation would be placed in an appendix.

(b) Chapters Three and Four would be retained as they are.

(c) Chapter Five would be divided into two chapters -- one
on evaluation and the other on policy recommendations.
Any unfounded bias against protection would be eliminated.

Chapters 6 through 12

8. There was agreement that, apart from minor changes, Chapters
Six through Twelve, the country chapters, shculd be retained as they are,,



Yale Univcrsity -aUo 0co6520

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

Box 1905A Yale Station

412 Strathcona Hall

TIBOR SCITOVSKY, Professor of Economics

March 4, 1970
Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck
Director, Economics Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

ad Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

arAndy,

I am writing partly to say that I found last Friday's meeting very
irnteresting and instructive and partly also to reiterate my main points
lest they may have gotten lost in the midst of all the detailed discus-
sions.

To begin with the obvious, I am impressed by the excellence and
usefulness of the study and very much in favor of its being published
soon and in full. The profession will be greatly indebted to the Bank

or initiating and financing so ambitious a work on so important a sub-
ject; and I have no doubt about its high level of technical competence.
This is why most of my criticism was concerned with presentation: I am
axious for it to reach and be accessible to the largest possible public.

My main objection was that technical discussions of statistical
pDroblems were given pride of place and crowded out or pushed into the
background explanations of the economic meaning of the data, of differ-
ences between different sets of data, and of their different derivations
and ways of presentation. To make the volume readable and its argument
easy to follow for the non-specialist reader, this order of priorities
needs to be reversed and the economic arguments and explanations greatly
expanded. This can be easily done, most of it by a thorough and careful
rewriting of Chapters 1 and 2. I am also strongly in favor of retaining
in the text of these two chapters the basic formulae, accompanied or not
accompanied by numerical examples, but with a much simpler notation and
with the longer and more forbidding looking derivations and equations
relegated to an appendix. I am sure that doing this will greatly enhance
the usefulness of the whole study,



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL MENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: See Distribution DATE: February 25, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: Structure of Protection in Developing Countries

Attached please find Appendix to Chapter 7 of Mr. Bela Balassa's
study on The Structure of Protection in Developing Countries. It
should be appended to the draft forwarded under the signature of Hugh
Latimer dated February 17, 1970.

Distribution: Mr. Baldwin
Mr. de Vries
Mr. Henderson
Mr. Holsen
Mr. Pryor
Miss Zafiriou

SP:be
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL -NT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT , CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: February 17, 1970

FROM: Hugh Latimer kL:

SUBJECT: Structure of Protection in Developing Countries

Attached is the preliminary version of the book prepared by

Mr. Bela Balassa and associates.

Mr. Please feels that since a Study Group has been set up for
the editorial guidance and evaluation of the book, it would be otiose

for the editorial committee as such also to be involved. However,

comments from members in their individual capacity would be much

welcomed by Mr. Balassa. The Study Group is meeting on February 27.

cc: Mr. Pryor, Mr. Hoffman

Mr. Kamarck, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Lowther (for info)

1 enclosure



Members of the Editorial Committee

Mailing for Balassa's paper:

Please
Latimer nas a copy

Baldwin
de Vries
Henderson
Holsen

B.B. King has copy thru Balassa's Study Group

Lipkowitz " t
van der Tak "

-Zafiriou
Pryor Mr. Kamarck " "

7

Hoffman got a set through the Publications
Committee

{{f (to send the memo to each member, crossing out reference to enclosure,
where there is not an enclosure)



FORM No. 75 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

(2 .60) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPI

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION ASSOCIATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP Feb. 17, 1970

NAME ROOM NO.

MisS Ann Jeffer7 D-5 0

To Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature
initial Send On

REMARKS

Mr. Lr-timer suggestS I send this
to you, to let you know to whom the copies
of Structure of Protection are being sent.

From Betty .



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL ENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT , CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Committee DATE: February 5, 1970

FROM: Hugh Latimer

SUBJECT: Editorial Committee Meeting

The editorial committee meeting arranged for February 10, is
now called for Thursday, February 12, at 4:00 p.m., in Room D-560
to discuss "Benefits of Road Projects" van der Tak/Ray; "Cost-

Benefit Analysis in Education: A Case Study on Kenya" Thias; and

Professor Vickrey's comments on "Benefits of Road Projects".

cc: Mr. Pryor
Mr. Hoffman



F'At No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVF )PMENT INTERNATIO (NAL RANK FOR IfN NAi lONA[. F iNANCE
ASSOCIATIC RECONSTRUCT ION AND DEVELOPME CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of the Editorial Conmittee DATE: January 15, 1970

FROM: Hagh Latiner

SUBJECT: Editoril Committee meeting

A meeting of the com.mittee is called for Fbebuary 10 at 4 p.m.
in Room D-560, to disicss the candidacy of ihe followiog papers for
publication as Occasional Papers:

a) "Benefits of Rcad Projects" van drTa./%ay

b) 1Cost-Benefit Armlysis in Education: A Case
Study on Kenya" Thias

Paper a), together vith my o %n omments, wvas circuilated to yor on
November 18, 1969. Plese let us know if you lack copLes.

I attach hereith Professor Vickrey's comnments.

2 Enclosures: Gost-Anefit Annlys:i in Education

Professor VickrOy's connents

cc: Mr. Pryor
Mr. Hoffran

Mr. ramarck, Mr. Ateanson, Mr. Lowther (for info)
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